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Attached is our summary report of 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluations for the period
of._ September 19, 1989 through September 18, 1990. An applicability check using
-the 10 CFR.50.59(a)(1) threshold criteria was performed on proposed changes to
the design of the plant, to procedures / instructions, and to tests. All thone
meeting-the threchold critoria were further evaluated pursuant to the 10 CFR.
50.59(a)(2) criteria'and are summarized herein.

This report summarizes a total of 214 safety evaluations, none of.which resulted-

in th'e identification of an unreviewed safety question. Safety evaluations are
. numbered sequentially and those not included this asummary, have either been4

voided, withdrawn or are still under consideration though not approved at this
time. Attachment I lists the number of safety evaluations in major categories
based on the type of item being evaluated. Attachment 2 defines the acronyms and
format description. Attachment 3 provides the summaries of the safety
evaluationa described above.
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Attachm:nt 1
PY-CEI/NRR-1306 L

Summary of
1990 Perry Safety Evaluations

by Category

The safety evaluations are divided into the major categories listed below.

Percentage
Category Number of Total

1. Design Changes (except setpoint changes) 53 25

2. Drawing Changes 34 16

3. Setpoint Changes 2 1

4. USAR Changes 37 17

5. Procedu.m/ Instruction Changes 16 8

(revisions, temporary changes)
6. Lifted Lead & jumper, Electrical Devices 28 13

and Mechanical Foreign Item Changes
7. No.conformance Report Evaluations 24 11

8. Special or Temporary Test Instruction Evaluations 11 5

9. Miscellaneous 9 4

'otal 214 100
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Attachment 2
PY-CEI/NRR-1306 L

FORMAT DRSCRIPTION

Each 50.59 Safety Evaluation summary is presented in the following format:

SE No.: A sequentially assigned number from one (001) to end of
the period, preceded by the year; e.g. 86-025.

Source Document: There are several sources of evaluations which are
abbreviated as shovn.

DCN - Drawing Change Notice
DCP - Design Change Packege
EPI - Emergency Plan Instruction
FCR - Field Change Request
FSAR CR - Final Safety Analysis Report Change Request
ISS - Installation Standard Specification
LL&JED - Lifted Lead and Jumper and Electrical Device
MFI - Hechanical Foreign Item
NR-MH0X - Nonconformance Report; Maintenance & Hodification Quality Section
NR-NEDX - Nonconformance Report; Nuclear Engineering Department (s)
NR-PPDX - Nonconformance Report; Perry Plant Department (s)

where X = S or N, safety or nonsafety related
PAP - Plant Administrative Procedure
PEI - Plant Emergency Instruction
PSP - Physical Security Plan
SCN - Specification Change Notice
SCR - Setpoint Change Request
SOI - System Operating Instruction
SSCR - Safe Shutdown Capability Report
SVI - Surveillance Test Instruction
SXI - Special Test Instruction
TAF - Technical Assignment file
TXI - Temporary Test Instruction
USAR CR - Updated Safety Analysis Report Change Request
VHRN - Vendor Manual Revision Notice
VO - Vork Order

Description of Change:

A short narrative describing the location and type of plant change. For multiple
evalustions the discipline is identified in parenthesis for example, (Mechanical
Evaluation).

Summary

I. Response to 10 CFR 50.59(a)(2)(i; is the probability of occurrence or
the consequences of an accident or slfunction of equipmer.t important to
safety previously evaluated in ' afety analysis report increased?

II. Response to 10 CFR 50.59 (a)(2)(ii) - is the possibility for an accident
or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
safety analysis report created?

'

III. Response to 10 CFR 50.59(a)(2)(iii) - is the margin of safety as defined
in the basis for any Technical Specification reduced?

NJC/FORH/4417
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SE No.: 89-211
Source Document: LL&JED 1-89-193

Description of Change

This LL&JED anslyzes installation of step renerator test boxes in the
feed pump demand control signal circuits for the Reactor Feedvater
Pumps A/B and Motor Driven Feedvater Pump to support tune-up testing.

Summary

I. No. Though the step generator test boxes are passive devices their
failure could cause a feed control signal failure. However, the
feed control circuit has a control signal failure detection feature
which locks the speed of the Reactor Feed Pump Turbine or the
position of the start up valve of the Motor Feed Pump. This
precludes the failure of a test box from directly causing a
accident. Additionally, feed control failures are bounded by the
high or low control signal failures analyzed in USAR Sections 15.1.2
and 15.2.7. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. The control signal failure detection circuit vill preclude the
c^nsequences of a control signal failure causing an accident or
equipment malfunction which would directly cause an accident.
Therefore, there is no possibility of creating an accident or
malfunction different from the ones previously evaluated.

III. No. Step generator boxes vill not affect the operability or availability
of the feed pump demand circuits described in the Technical
Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the
bases for any Technical Specification is reduced.

,
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SE No.: 89-212
Source Document: USAR CR 89-067

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes upgrading the USAR description of the
Suppression Pool Hakeup (SPMU) System.

Summary

I. No. This change is editorial in nature. It simply clarifies the
description of the SPMU instrumentet. ion in the USAR. The change
does not affect the design or function of the SPMU System.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. This change is editorial in nature. Therefore, the possibility of
an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. This change is editorial only. Hence, no margin of safety as
defined in the bases for any Technical Specification is reduced.

j

i
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SE No.: 89-213
Source Document LL&JED 1-89-200

Description of Change

This LL&JED analyzes installation of a Bailey Dynamic Compensator to
provide filtering of the level signal input to the Cooling Tover Basin
Vater Level Controller for the purpose of reducing excess noise in the
signal. This vill eliminate valve cycling and improve Cooling Tower
Basin level control.

Summary

I. No. This modification does not change the design intent / function of the
Cooling Tover Basin Vater Level Controller. If the level controller
fails high such that the Cooling Tover Basin overflows then the
overflow returns to the Service Vater Discharge via the overflow
line. If the level controller fails lov such that level is lost
from the Cooling Tover Basin, condenser vacuum would be lost. This
event would be bounded by the Loss of Condenser Vacuum accident.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. As described in Item I above, level controller failure-lov is
bounded by the loss of Condenser Vacuum accident. Therefore, there
is no possibility for creating a different accident or malfunction
from the one previously evaluated.

III. No. This modification vill not affect the operability of any system
described in the Technical Specification. Therefore, no margin of
safety as defined in the bases of any Technical Specification is
reduced.
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SE No.: 89-214 ,

'Source Document: DCN-2886, Rev. 0

Description of Change

This drawing change makes editorial changes to P& ids 302-221 , Offgas
System, and 913-011, Turbine Building Clored Cooling System, which
correct various MPL designations.

Summary

I. No. This draving change is an editorial change to P& ids 302-221
and 913-011 (USAR Figures 9.2-15 and 9.4-24) to correct HPLs. The
design intent / function of the Turbine Building Closed Cooling System ,

'

and Offgas System have not been changed. Therefore, the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. This is an editorial change to the P& ids. As described in Item I
above, there is no possibility for creating an accident or
malfunction different from the ones previously evaluated.

III. No. This DCN vill not affect the operability or availability of any
system described in the Technical Specifications. Therefore, no
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification is reduced.
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SE No.: 89-216
Source Document: DCP 88-376, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change vill provide installation of sliding link terminal
blocks in the Control Room panels 1H13-P622 and 1H13-P628 for the Reactor
Vater Cleanup (RVCU) System to improve testing performance and personnel
safety.

Summary

I. No. During performance of Surveillance Testing (SVI's) leads were lifted
either at the relay or at the terminal strip in order to isolate the
circuit under test. This presented a hazard to the test technician
and equipment in the Control Room panels.

The installation of sliding link terminal blocks to eliminate
lifting leads from relays or terminal strips does not alter the
function and operability of the RVCU System. This design vill
provide for a safer and more reliable means of performing periodic
test as addressed in the SVI's and delineated per Regulation
Guide (RG) 1.118, Periodic Testing of Electric Power and Protection
Systems. Implementation of the design change vill not compromise or
lessen the degree of conformance of RG 1.118 as defined in the USAR.
Therefore, the probability of the occurrence or consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not
increased.

II. No. The terminal block replacements vill not increase the possibility
for creating an accident or malfunction of a different type then any
previously evaluated in the USAR.

III. No. Inis change does not alter the function or operation of the RVCU
System. Further, the change enhances the testability of the system
and conponents. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the
basis of the Technical Specifications is not reduced.

|

|
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SE No.: 89-217
Source Document: DCP 88-213, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change reconfigures the two Technical Support Center (TSC)
Uninterructable Power Supplies (UPS) such that one of the UPS vill serve
as a primary power source supplying all of the TSC loads, with the other
UPS in standby, ready to pick up the load if system faults occur.
(Security Evaluation)

Summary

I. No. With the exception of loss of automatic fire detection and
suppression during a 3 to 4 hour period during installation, this
changes

a. Does not interface with any existing fire protection feature,

b. Does not affect the basis for Appendix R.

c. Adds only an inconsequential quantity of combustibles to the
plant area.

During implementation of the change compensatory measures vill be in
effect to provide assurance that any fire occurring during this 3 to
4 hour period vill be promptly detected and extinguished.

Accordingly it can be concluded that both the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of a fire is not significantly
increased during installation of this design change.

II. No. This design change is not related to any known accident mode or
failure mechanism for important plant safety features. Thereforee

the change does not create a new type of accident or malfunction.

III. No. There is no relationship between the change and the bases for any
Technical Specification. Therefore, the chenge does not reduce any
Technical Specification margin of safety.

*
i
i
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SE No.: 09-218
Source Document: USAR CR 89-179

Description of Change

The reporting responsibility of the Radiation Protection Section is being
changed from the Perry Plant Technical Department (PPTD) to the Perry
Plant Operations Department (PPOD).

Summary

I. No. This change is being made to facilitate coordination of operations,
maintenance and radiation protectioi, activities. Hence, this change
vill not decrease the effectiveness of the Radiation Protection
Saction. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequence of an accident or malfu.iction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAK is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The organization and procedural requirements and their bases are
being maint.,ined. This change simply changes the reporting
relationships from one department head to another. Therefore, no
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification is reduced.

.
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SE No.: 89-219
Source Document: DCN-2877, Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change is an update to revise P& ids 302-161 and 302-162 to
correct information previously omitted and to depict actual As-Built
conditions per field verification of the Makeup Vater Pretreatment (P20)
System.

Summary

I. No. This drawing change makes editorial changes to P& ids 302-161
and 302-162 shown as Figures 9.2.9 sheet 1 and 2 in the USAR. The
design intent / function of the Makeup Vater Pretreatment (P20) System
has not been altered. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or
the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment

,

important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not|

increased.

II. No. This is an editorial change to the P& ids which are in the USAR.
Therefore, there is no possibility for creating a different accident
or malfunction from the one previously evaluated.

III. No. This DCN vill not affect the operability of any system described in
the Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety as
defined in the bases for any Technical Specification is reduced.

L .
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SE No.: 89-220
Source Document: HFI l-89-208

Description of Change

This Mechanical Foreign Item analyzes the temporary replacement of the
normal and alternate level controller for Feed Heat. s 10/2C. The change
vill improve system / heater operation and redece Man-Rem exposure by
minimizing heater control problems.

Summary

I. No. The new controller vill allow a vider. control band resulting in

better tuning parameters. This MFI does not modify any of the
existing level switches or operator control valve switches which
provide alarm, trip and isolation functions. Loss of feed heating
(USAR Section 15.1.1) provides a bounding analysis should a heater
fail. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences
of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. Loss of feedvater heating is thoroughly evaluated in USAR
Section 15.11. There is no possibility for creating a different
accident or malfunction from the tnes previously evaluated.

III. No. This change does not alter or reduce any margin of safety as defined
in the bases for any Technical Specification.
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SE No.: 89-221
Source Document: USAR CR 89-195

SCR l-89-1045, 1046, 1047
SCR 2-89-1019, 1020, 1021, 1022

Description of Change

This change request revises USAR Section 9.3.1.2 to indic.te a change to
the Service Air and Instrument Air Systems setpoints.

Summary

I. No. The setpoint changes vill allow safer operation of the plant by
permitting the automatic controls on the air compressors to be
better utilized by starting up the back-up compressor at a setpoint
more consistent with plant operations.

This USAR revision details the fact that operation of the .andby
air compressor is espected when the various intermittent high air
loads are in operation concurrently. The revision describes
operating conditions that are already detailed in the original air
loading calculations for both systems. Therefore, the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety is not increased.

II. No. This revision adds to the reliability of the system by detailing the
circumstances under which the standby air compressor is expected to
come on line. Therefore, there is no possibility for creating a
different accident or malfunction from the one previously evaluated.

III. No. The revision vill not affect Technical Specifications as identified
in Sections 4.6.1.3.B and 4.6.2.3.B. Therefore, no margin of _'afety
as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification is reduced.
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SE No.: 89-222
Source Document: USAR CR 89-164

Description of Change

This.is an administrative change to the USAR vhich clarifies the
responsibilities of the Independent Safety Engineer Group. The change
also reflects an organizational title change from the Inspection Unit,
Nucler- duality Assurance Department (NOAD) to the Inspection Quality
Unit NUAD.

Suu ary

I. No. This is an administrative change to the USAR. The change specifies
that the Independent Safety Engineering Group's (ISEG) role is
technical review and that ISEG does not perform a Quality
Assurance (0A) oversight function. This OA function vill be
performed by the Nuclear Safety Review Committee (NSRC) as already
delineated in the USAR Section 17.2.18.3.2. This change is
consistent with NUREG-0737.

Additionally, this USAR change changes the organization title for
the NOAD Inspection unit to Inspection Quality Unit. It does not
alter the functions or responsibilities of the unit.

Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. As stated above the changes are administrative in nature and do not
create the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different
typc thari any evaluated previously in the USAR.

III. No. There is no change to the margin of safety as defined in the bases
for any Technical Specification.
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SE No.: 89-223
Source Document: PNPP Physical Security Plan, Rev. 14

Description of Change

Revision 14 of the Physical Security Plan, has been evaluated to ensure
that the effectiveness of the Perry Nuclear Power Plant Security Plan has
not been reduced and to ensure that these changes meet the requirements
of the 10 CPR 73, Physical Protection of Plants and Materials. Site-
Protection must be contacted for further details because information is
considered " safeguarded."

Summary

I. No. The PNPP Physical Security Plan describes the comprehensive Physical
Security Program and therefore, does not effect the occurrence or
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment.

II. No. The PNPP Physical Security Plan does not direct the operation of
plant systems or equipment and, therefore, does not create the
possibility for an accident or malfunction.

III. No. The PNPP Physical Security Plan does not reduce the margin of safety
as defined in the bases for any Technical Specifications.

I
.

|

|
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SE No.: 89-224, 89-238
Source Document: SCR 1-89-1288

DCN 2664
USAR CR 89-035

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes a sette$ot change which reflects a 28 second
opening delay for motor-operated valve 1P45-F140. This valve opening
delay is a starting permissive for Emergency Service Vater (ESV) Pump C,
IP45-C002.

Summary

I. No. The pump 1P45-C002, starts once 1P45-F140 is 15% open. This takes
approximately 5 seconds. The new setpoint delays the start of the
valve opening by 28 seconds. With this setting IP45-C002 vill not
start for 33 seconds. ESV Loop C supplies cooling vater to the
Division III Emergency Diesel Generator. The Division III Emergency
Diesel Generator is designed for a loss of ESV during engine
starting and after loading has commenced. The engine can handle a
loss of coaling water for 100 seconds without sustaining any damage.
This new time delay is bounded by the present diesel design
analysis. Additionally, the only other load served by ESV Loop C is
the High Pressure Core Spray Pump Room Cooler. The delay in opening
IP45-F140 vill not adversely affect the operation or function of the
room cooler. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. Neither the setpoint nor the operation of IP45-F140 is described in
Technical Specifications. The design and operation of the
Division III Diesel Generator has not been altered as described in
Item I above. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the
bases for any Technical Specification vill not be reduced.

!

l

|

|
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SE No. - 89-225 !
' Source Document: SCR 1-89-1468

Description of Change |
1

This setpoint change increases the calibration fav.ar on the Reactor |

1 Recirculation Pump A discharge line Loose Parts Monitoring (R63) System '

channel 7 from 0.7 to 0.8. This vill ensure that the setpoint is
sufficiently above-the normal-background noises to minimize spurious |
alarms, yet lov enough to meet sensitivity requirements. |

,

Summary

I..No. The' purpose of this SCR is to raise the Reactor Recirculation Pump A
. discharge line loose parts channel 7 annunciator setpoint from its
present value of 0.35 ft-lb. to 0.4 ft-lb. The setpoint list ;
currently lists the value as 0.5 ft-lb. A 0.7 multiplication
calibration: factor it used in the field which is not identified in
the setpoint list. This SCR vill identify a nev 0.8 calibration
factor in the remarks section which vill make the new setpoint
0.5 foot-pounds times 0.8 which equals 0.4 foot-pounds. This
setpoint was chosen to ensure that the setpoint is sufficiently
above-normal background noises to minimize spurious alarms yet lov
enough to meet sensitivity requirements. The 0.4 ft-lb. setting is
still conservative to the 0.5 f t-lb. setpoint described in USAR,

Section 4.4.6.1. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

;

II. No. Since the new setpoint is still within the llSAR stated setpoint and
no new. failure modes have been added, no new accident or malfunction

e has been created.

III. No. The operability of the Loose Parts Monitoring System as described in
Section 3.3.7.8 of the Technical Specifications has not been
altered. The above setpoint is not described in the-bases for the

_ _ .

R63 System. Therefore, the margin of safety has not been reduced.

- . - - .. - - - - ,.. . - - . . .
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SE No.: 89-226
Source Document: DCN 2898, Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change makes editorial change to P& ids 302-335, Feedvater
Zinc Injection System; 302-081, Feedvater System; 302-082, Feedvater
System; and 302-182, Miscellaneous Chemical Treatment System.

Summary

I. No. This draving change makes editorial changes to P& ids 302-3?5,
302-081, 302-082, and 302-182 to clarify the line connecting flags.
P& ids 302-335, 302-081 are shown as USAR Figure 10.1-3 sheet 1 of 2;
302-082 is shown as USAR Figure 10.1-3 sheet 2 of 2 and 302-182 is
shown as USAR Figure 9.3-23. This change is required for
clarification. It does not change the design intent / function of the
system depicted. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. As described in Item I above, this is only an editorial change to
the P& ids. Therefore, there is no possibility for creating a
different accident or malfunction from those previously evaluated.

III. No. Changing drawing interconnection flags does not affect Technical
Specifications. Therefore, the margin of safecy vill not be
reduced.4

,
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SE No.: 89-227
Source Document: HFI 1-89-215

Description of Change

This Hechanical Foreign Item analyzes installation of pipe caps in the
Offgas Dryer Chillers A/B Loop Seal Drain Lines.

Summary-

I. No. The addition of the pipe caps vill prevent inadvertent draining of
the. loop seal. The drain vill still perform its intended function.
Loop seal failure is not discussed in the USAR but it is bounded by

3 the Offgas System failures described in USAR Section 15.7.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not
increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The basis for Technical Specification 3.11.2.4 does not describe
Offgas Loop Seal configuration.

4

. _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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SE No.: 89-228
Source Document: 10I-1, Rev. 5, TC-1

101-2, Rev. 5, TC-1

Description of Change

This change evaluates increasing the turbine inlet pressure to 985 psia
and reactor pressure to 1040 psia.

Summary

I. No. As part of General Electric Cycle 2 Reload Licensing Analysis (RLA)
for Perry (23A5948, Rev. 1), the limiting transients and accidents
were reanalyzed at 985 psia turbine inlet pressure and 1040 psia
reactor pressure. The results were submitted to the NRC and found
to be acceptable. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR has not increased.

II. No. USAR 7.7.1.5 identifies the Steam Bypass and Pressure Regulating
System as not required for safety. Plant design was reviewed and
verified that plant operation at the higher turbine inlet pressure
was bounded by existing plant design. Therefore, the higher turbine
inlet pressure vill not increase the possibility for creating an
accident or malfunction of a different type than previously

evaluated in the USAR.

III. No. The margin of safety between Technical Specification Minimum
Criteria Power Ratio (MCPR) and the Technical Specification HCPR
safety limit was based upon the results of the RLA. Therefore, the
margin of safety as defined in the bases of the Technical
Specifications is not reduced.
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SE No.: 89-229
Source Document: DCP 87-549, Rev. O

USAR CR 89-188

Description of Change

This design change eliminates automatic isolation trip circuitry for the
IB21-F033 Steamline Inboard Drain Valve. (Instrument and control
Evaluation)

Summary

I. No. This design change is limited to the elimination of the automatic
trip circuitry associated with 1B21-F033 as reflected on USAR
Figure 7.3-3. This drain valve is nonsafety-related and no safety
analyses contained in USAR Chapters 6, 9 or 15 are impacted by
eliminating this automatic trip logic. Therefore, the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. As described in Item I above, 1B21-F033 is nonsafety and does not
impact USAR accident analyses. Therefore, there is no possibility
for creating an accident or malfunction different from those
previously evaluated.

III. No. Drain valve 1B21-F033 nor associated trip logic is not described in
Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety as
described in the bases for any Technical Specification is reduced.
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SE No.: 89-230, 89-231
Source Document: DCP 89-089D, Rev. O

DCP 89-089E, Rev. O

Description of Change

These design changes upgrade the Plant Security Perimeter E-Field
Zones 17, 18, 19 and 20. Additionally the changes eliminate minrovave
zone 18A due to extension of zone 18 (DCP-089D, Rev. 0) and microwave
zone 20A due to the extension of zone 20 (DCP-089E, Rev. 0).

Summary

I. No. These changes are made in accordance with 10CFR50.54(p). This
security system change done not impact any plant equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

II. No. These changes to the nonsafety security system vill not increase the
possibility for creating an accident or malfunction of a different
type than previously evaluated in the USAR.

III. No. The security-system is not addressed in the Technical
Specifications. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the
bases of the Technical Specifications is not reduced.
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SE No.: 89-232
Source Document: NRt PPDS 4297, Rev. O

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the improper connection of the sensing lines
associated with the High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) Diesel Generator fuel
oil filter differential pressure switch.

Summary

I. No. This nonconformance deals only with the improper installation of a
differential pressure evitch. This installation does not impact the
function of the HPCS Diesel Fuel Oil System nor does it impact tbe
operation of the HPCS Diesel Generator. The associated differential
pressure alarm dces not provide any trip functions. If the fuel
filter vould become restricted, redundant fuel system components
vould maintain engine fuel supply. Further, the differential
pressure indication is a required reading on the operator rounds
sheets. Hence, if a abnormal situation did exist., the operator
could take any appropriate correction action. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment linportant to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. N0. This NR does not change the design / function of the HPCS Diesel
Generator. Therefore, the possibility of creating an accident. or
malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
USAR does not exist.

III. No. This NR does not change the design /tunction of the HPCS Diesel
Generator. It does not reduce the margin of safety rs described in
Technical Specifications Section 3/4-8.

I
,
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SE No.: 89-233
Source Document SXI-043, Rev. O

P

Description of change

This test instruction vill be used to determine the release path of
airborne contaminants into the containment daring the performance of
Reactor Vater Cleanup (EVCU) System Filter Demineralizer buckvashes. The
potential release pathvay are f.rou the RVCU Backwash Receiving
Tank (BVRT) or via the Contain:nent and .Oryvell Purge System ductvork.

Summary
.

I. No. .This instruction vill be performed using approved operat/ng
procedures associated with the equipmert being tested. The
equipment and floor drains in the areas nearest to the RVCU BV2T
vill be covered for the duration of the test to aid in the
identification of the contaminati'on source path and will be

,

uncovered upon completica of the test. These drains are
nonsafety-related. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or thn
consequences of an ar.cident or malfunction of equipment to.portant to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No, This instruction vill he performed using approved operating
ptocedures. No operation outside of the approved procedures vill be
performed. Therefore, no a,argin of safety as defined in the bases
of the Technical Specifications is reduced.

,
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$U.. da .23s
- #;oTfd Dcevr o tt PNPP Emergency Pl.in, Rev. 9, TC-3

g;Sylp t ica o.t Chan3<

_ This evalu sthn analyzes various changes made to the PNPP Emergency Plan -

to ensure that the ef tectiveness of the plan has not been reduced per
lOOFR50.54(g) and to ensure that the p.'an continuas to meet the standards
of 10CFR50.47(b) and the requirements of Append (x E.

.

Summary

| C-

[ I. No. The Emert;ency Plan outlines the a6ministrative emergency -

p eparedness actions and riot the response of plant staff to an ,

- accideret or equipment malfunction. Tt.crefore, change to the ;

Etnergency Plan does not increase the probability of occurrence or
a the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment,

bi

_ II. No. The Emergency Plan does not <lirect the operation of plant spr. 'ns or
equipment and, therefore, does not cres t" or increase the sl

-

ptobabiltty for an accident or malfunct*:n.
_

)
I'l. No. The Emergen.y Plan utilizes existing Technical Spea.l'icatD o.

Ynerefore, no margin of safety as defined in 'fechnic-ilr

Specifications is reduted.
,
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SE No.: 89-235
Source Document DCP 89-138A, Rev. O

Description of Change
f

This design change adds and relocates fire hydrante to support the
installation of the Unit 1 plant security extension to encompass Unit 2. D

Summary

I. No. This design change does nots

a) Interfere with any existing fire detection, containment,
or suppression feature.

'

b) Impact the USAR. the SSCR, or Cae bases for any Appendix R
exemption request.

c) Add combustibles to any plant area.
'

Since none of these considerations are affected, it follova that
both the probability of occurrence of a fire, and the conevauences
of a fire are unaffected by the change. Therefore, the probability
of occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. As described in Item 1 above, the addition and relocating fire
hydrants vill not increase the possibility for creating an accident
or malfunction of a-different type than previously evaluated in the
USAR.

III. No. This change does not alter the function or operation of yard fire
'

hydrants. Therefore, no margir. of safety as defined in the bases of
the Technical Specifications is reduced.

<

k
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SE No.: 89-236
Source Document USAR CR 09-055

PAP-0507, nev 8, TC $

Description of Change

This evaluation analyres changes made to USAR Section 13.1.2.2.2 and
,

Table 13.5-1. The change allows for sections outside of Operations
Support to have responsibility for preparation of Plant Data Book entries
and reflects the revised trainirg procedures preparation
responsibilities.

Summary

I. No. 'the change is administrative in natute. The Plant Data Book entries
vill be prepared by individuals responsible for the tetivity with
equivalent or better expertise on the topic. The preparation

, of training instructione vill become a joint responsibility between
| training section and a subject matter expert. Therefore, the

probability of cecurrence or coneequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment previously evarunted is not increased.

II. No. The administrative nature of this change cannot create an accident
or malfunction.

III. No. Preparation of the Plant Data Book or the training procedures is not
described in Technical Specifications. Ilence, this change vill not
reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any

,

Technical Specification. *

I
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.
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50 No. 89-237
j Bource Document DCN 2909, Rev. 0 |

I
Description of Change i

This drawing change makes an editorial change to P&ID 302-302,
Generator H and 00 Gas Control System. It corrects a recorder point9 7
number for temperat0re element (1E-N010) from 16 to 18.

I. No. This DCN simply corrects the labeling of TE-N010 on P&ID 302-302.
,

and CO GasIt does not change the function of the Generator Hp 2Control System. Therefore, this DCN vill not inert'ase the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety as defined in the USAR.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This DCN is an editorial change only. Hence, nn margin of safety as !
defined in the bases for any Technical specification is reduced.

!

1

I
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SE No.: 89-239
Source Document: DCP 89-054, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change eliminates the feedvater Turbidity Analyrar and its
associated electronics.

Summary

I. No. This design change removes one instrument from the Turbine Plant
Samplit.g (P33) System. It vill not alter the spitrations of the
remaining portions of the P33 System. Further, the

design / function /perf1tmance of the Main Steam System vill not be
altered by this charige. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or
the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
in.por tan t to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not
increased. |

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This change does not affect the Technical Specifications.
Therefore, no margin of safety as described in the Technical
Specifications is reduced.

>
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SE No.: 89-240
Source Document DCI 89-0157, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change makes several modifications to the Feedvater Seal
Injection System, all of which result in the seal injection pumps being
operated at the most efficient operating point.

Summary

I. No. This design change vill not alter the function of the seal injection
system nor vill it adversely impact the design or function of the
Feedvater System. Failure of the seal injection piping vill result
in a small loss of Feedv3ter, this loss is bounded by the analysis
in USAR Section 15.2.8, Break of a Feedvater Line. Seal injection

pump failure vill result in shaft leakage from each of the Feedvater
Pumps and Feed Booster Pumps. The leakage vould be automatically
made up since Feedvater flov is controlled to maintain vessel vater
level. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences
of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. For the reasons stated in Item I above, the possibility for an
accident or malfunction of equipment of a different than any
previously evaluated is not created.

III. No. The seal injection system is not addressed in the Technical
Specifications. The design change does not alter the function of,

the seal injection system. Therefore, no margin of safety as
described in the bases of the Technical Specifications is reduced.

i
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SE No.: 39-241
Source Document: NR NEDS-4304, Rev. O

Description of Change

This evaluation reviews the equipment quality aspect of having two out of
four switch housing cover screvs loose on the Backup SCRAM Solenoid
Valves 1Cll-F0110A/B.

Summary

I. No. Operability of the equipment was demonstrated as documented f r. the
Nonconformance Report. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or
the consequences of an a:cident or malfunction of equipment,

important to safety previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. This NR vill not create the possibility for an accident or
malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
USAR.

,

III. No. This NR vill not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases
for any Technical-Specification.

,
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SE No.: 89-242 through 89-254
Source Documents e belov

,

Description of Change

The vendor dravings for the belov listed feedvater heaters require socket
velded small bore connections. These connections are seal velded with a
thread added to the inside for the purpose of temporary plugging during'

hydrotesting and nitrogen blanketing. Additionally, some connectors to
the heaters are not as shown on the detail drawings (i.e., connections in
the heaters with or vithout seal velds, threaded material and plugs are
of unknown composition and pressure rating, connections missing).

This safety evaluation cancels and supersedes SE No. 89-053
through 89-065.'

SE No. Source Document Description

E9-242 MMON 1106, Rev. 1 Feedvater Heater IN21-B0001A
89-243 MMON 1107 Rev. 1 feedvater Heater 1N21-B00013
89-244 MMON 1100, Rev. 1 Feedvater Heater 1N21-B0001C
89-245 MMON 1103, Rev. 1 Feedvater Heater 1N21-B0002A
89-246 MMON 1104, Rev. 1 Feedvater Heater IN21-B0002B
89-247 MMON 1105, Rev. 1 Feedvater Heater 1N21-B0002C
89-248 MMON 1109, Rev. 2 Feedvater Heater 1N21-B0003A
89-249 MMON 1110, Rev. 2 Feedvater Heater 1N21-B0003B
89-250 MMON 1111, Rev. 1 Feedvater Heater 1N27-B0001A
89-251 MMON 1115, Rev. 1 Feedvater Heater IN27-B0003A
89-252 MMON 1116, Rev. 1 Feedvater Heater 1N27-B0003B
89-253 MMON 1113 Rev. 1 Feedvater Heater 1N27-B0002A
89-254 MMON 1114, Rev. 1 Feedvater Heater IN27-B0002B

Summary

I. No. Condensate Side

USAR Section 10.4.7.1 describes the Condensate System, which is the
tube side of the subject feedvater heater listed. USAR
Section 10.4.7.1.3 discusses the safety evaluation for the
Condensate System. The system is nonsafety-related. The level of
radioactivity in the Condensate System is lov enough that leakr,ge
vill not create hazards. To further protect the environment, all
floor drains from areas where leaks could occur are piped to the
liquid radvaste system for processing.

The temporary "une-as-is" disposition of this NR does not increase
the probability of an accident or malfunction previously evaluated
in the USAR. If leaks vere to develop from the threaded plugs in
the condensate side of the heater it vould not be immediately felt
by the reactor coolant system due to :he storage capacity of the hot
surge tank and the Feedvater System. This vill allov for corrective
actions to be taken. The threaded plo:e in Wiestions have been in
service since preoperational testing began. The tube side of the

- . -. . - .. - . __ _ _ - , -. -.



SE No.: 89-242 through 89-254 (Continued)

subject feedvater heater vas hydrotested to 1.5 times the design
pressure of the heater (reference Pullman hydrotest package N21,
N27). The hydrotest was in accordance with ASME Section VIII
Division 1.

The threaded plugs, unidentified spare connections, and 1-inch
threaded pipe mentioned in several of the NRs vill not increase the
probability of an accident of malfunction previously evaluated in
the USAR.

Steam Sidet

USAR Section 10.2.2.1 addresses the Turbine Generator. This section
mention * that the above heaters are designed in accordance with the
ASME code. However, the referenced plugs vere not installed per
ASME code.

The shell-side of the following heaters vere hydrotested to
1.5 times the design pressure (reference Pullman hydrotest package
N25, N36).

IN21-B0003A IN27-B0002A
IN21-B0003B IN27-B0002B

IN27-B0005A '

The Extraction Steam System and the High Pressure Heater Drains and
Vents System which is on the steam side of the feed heaters is
nonsafety-related.

USAR Section 15.1.1 discusses loss of feedvater heating. This is
related to losing the heaters identified in the NRs. Loss of a
feedvater heater vill cause the reactor vessel to receive cooler
feedvater and increase core pover. This situation has already been
analyzed in chapter 15. Section 15.1.1 addresses the consequences
of an accident or malfunction of the heaters which is applicable to
these NRs. If a leak developed at one of these plugs, the resultant
manual isolation of the subject heater vould be within the scope of
this analysis. The threaded plugs vere installed for hydrotesting
purposes. The shc11 side of the heaters vere hydrotested to
1.5 times the system design pressure which is in accordance with
ASHE Section VIII, Division 1 code requirements.

The number 1 set of low pressure heaters operates under a vacuum
pressure of 5.4 psia. A leak through one of the threaded plugs
vould affect the heaters' efficiency. Over a period time this vould
affect the condenser's vacuum. USAR Section 10.4.1.4 discusses air
inleakage into the condenser.

The main condensers are not required to affect or support the safe
shutdown of the reactor, or to support in the operation of reactor
safety features.

|
|
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SE No.: 89-242 through 89-254 (Continued)

Delaying the upgrade of the deficiencies mentioned in several of the
NRs, such as the referenced threaded plugs, and unidentified spare
connections from the first to the second refuel outage and upgrading
the 1-inch threaded pipe during the first refuel outage vill not
increase the probability or the consequences of an accident of
malfunction important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

II. No. The 1A, B, C, and 2A, B, C heaters are located in the upper portion
of the main condenser with part of the heater located outside of the
condenser shell. All plugs identified on the corresponding NRs are
located outside the condenser shell, i.e., tube side and shell side
of the heater. For the 2A, B, and C heaters both the shell side and
tube side of the heaters are at positive pressure.

A Condensate System threaded plug blowout is not specifically
discussed in the USAR. However USAR 5ectica 10.4.7.1.3 states that
leaks from the heater vill drain to floor drains and be taken to
radvaste for processing to protect the environment.

USAR Section 10.4.7.1.3 addresses leaks from the
feedvater/ extraction steam heater, therefore the possibility for an
accident for malfunction of a different type than any evaluated in

the USAR has not been created.

The threaded plugs located on the shell side of the number 1 set of
low pressure heaters could cause condenser air inleakage. This
situation has been addressed in USAR Section 10.4.1.4.

Delaying the upgrading of the deficiencies mentioned in several of
the NRs such as the threaded plugged connections from the first to
the second refuel outage and seal velding the 1-inch threaded pipe
connection during the first refuel outage vill not create the
possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
any previously evaluated in the USAR.

III. No. Technical Specification Section 3/4.2.2 addresses the Minimum
Critical Power Ratio (MCPR). A leak or a threaded plug blovout vill
not significantly affect the MCPR. Since this break is bounded by
the analyzed transients, the HCPR bases are thus not effected.

Technical Specification Section 3/4.3.5 addresses the Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling System Actuation System and states that adequate
core cooling actuation instrumentation is provided in the event of
loss of feedvater flov. The referenced threaded plugs do not affect

this instrumentation.

.- - - - . . - - - - - - - .- .. _- .-. - ..
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SE No.: 89-242 through 89-254 (continued)
.

The referenced threaded plugs do not intpact the Feedvater Leahage
Control System. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the |

'

bases of the Technical Specifications is not reduced.

i
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SE No.: 89-255
Source Document: DCP 88-0234, Rev. 1

Description of Change

The revision to this design changes 1P45-F713 from locked closed to only
open when the Emergency Service Vater (ESV) System is being filled. It

vill be locked closed at all other times. This safety evaluation cancels
and supersedes SE No. 89-116.

Summary

I. No. Valve IP45-F0713 vill be locked closed (LC) and opened only when the
ESV System is being filled. The valve is administretively
controlled. The locked closed position further ensures that the
valve vill not inadvertently open, which could adversely impact ESV
Loop C integrity.

The ESV System is classified as a Safety Class 3 and Seismic
Category I System, with the primary safety function being to support
the Emergency Core Cooling System. The 2-inch diameter fill line
vill decrease the time required to fill Loop C of the ESV System.
This change does not alter the original function of ESV Loop C or
the 3/4-inch keep fill line to Loop C as described in USAR
Section 9.2.1.1 and 9.2.1.

The nonsafety porticas of the 2-inch diameter quick fill line and
3/4-inch diameter keep fill line vere leak tested per ANSI B31.1.4

The affected 3-inch diameter piping was tested in accordance with
ASME Section X1, Article 1 VA-500. Therefore, the alternate fill
line addition vill not increase the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The piping modifications covered in this DCP does not reduce the
margin of safety as defined in Technical Specifications:
Table T3.3.7.4-1, Remote Shutdown Systems Instrumentation of ESV
Loop A & B Table T3.3.7.9-1, Radioactive Liqui Monitoring
Instrumentation 3.7.1, ESV Limiting Conditic _ .I Operation;
and 3.8.1, Electric Power Systems.

(
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SE No.: 89-256
Source Document: TXI-0091, Rev. O

HF1 1-89-229

Description of Change

This safety evaluation analyzes the addition and operation of a temporary
chemical addition device to the Circulating Vater System. The chemical
and the addition device are manufactured by Betz Industrial.

Summary

I. No. The chemical, Betz CEI-02, vill be metered into the suction of an
operating circulating vater pump from a temporary addition system
located in the Circulating Vater Pump flouse. The chemical being
used is compatible with Circulating Vater System components. The
Circulating Vater System is nonsafety-related. Therefore, the

probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important 'io safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. The use of Betz CEI-02 instead of sulfuric acid does not impact the
USAR accident analysis. Therefore, the possibility for a different
accident or malfunction from the one previously evaluated is not
created.

III. No. The Circulating Vater System is a nonsafety-related system and is
not included within Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin
of safety as defined in the bases of the Technical Specifications is
reduced.

|
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SE No.: 89-257
Source Document: NR 00SS-4337, Rev. O

Description of Change

Suppression Pool Hakeup Solenoid Valve 1G43-F0060 was found to have one
cover screv loose. This evaluation is limited to Equipn.ent Quality
related checks only.

Summary

I. No. The operability of the solenoid valve vas not compromised as
detailed in the non-conformance evaluation. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. Since the operability of the above solenoid valve was not
compromised, the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
Technical Specification has not been reduced,

c
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SE No.: 89-258
Source Document: NR 00SS 4301, Rev. O

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the non-compliance of the piping arrangement of
pressure switch OP54-NO30. This pressure switch starts the electric fire
pump upon sensing a pressure drop. However, the existing arrangement
vill allow the fire pump to remain operational until the system is placed
in a configuration which complies with the code.

Summary

1. No. The variation from NFPA Code requirements and U.L. approved assembly
could affect long term reliability of the automatic start feature of
the electric fire pump but does not adversely affect the present
operability of the fire pump. The performance of this svitch is
verified veekly by PTI-P54-P0035 Electric and Diesel Fire Pump
Operability Test and any problems developing would be identified and
corrected. The potential for failure of the fire pump to start on
pressure drop was previously analyzed, and does not involve any new
hazards. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment is not
increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This NR does not modify any previously evaluated methods of system
operation or means of shutdown outside the control room. Further
the report does not affect the administrative aspects of the Fire
Protection Program or bases for any Technical Specification.
Therefore, the margin of nafety as defined in the bases of the
Technical Specification is not reduced.

4
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SE No.: 89-259 |
1

Source Document: NR: PPDS 4289, Rev. 0
3

i
Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) Pump>

Room Sprinkler System. The Sprinkler System is designed in accordance
with NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, which
requires that the working pressure be lors than 175 psi. Currenti

pressure reads in excess of 175 psi.

Summary

I. No. The eystem pressure is being checked daily and relieved to the line
pressure of less than 150 psi if required. This manual system
relief restores compliance with NFPA 13 and reduces the potential
for failure of the Sprinkler System. Equipment in the RCIC Pump
Room is not susceptible to vater damage and/or is shielded from
overhead spray. Further, the effects of spurious discharge of the
sprinklers on safety related components within the room have been
evaluated (Calc. P54C8501). Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. The potential for spurious sprinkler discharge vas analyzed and does
not involve any new hazards. Therefore, the possibility of creating
an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. This evaluation does not modify any previously evaluated methods of
system operation or means of shutdown outside the control room. It

also does not affect the administrative aspects of the Fire
Protection Program. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in
the bases for any Technical Specification vill not be reducad.
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SE No.: 89-260
source Document _: HFI 1-89-230

,

Description of Change

This Mechanical Foreign Item analyzes the temporary replacement of Level
Switch 1R45-N0150B vith a blind flange.

Summary

I. No. Installation of the MFI prevents the fuel oil day tank low level
automatic start of one of the redundant fuel oil transfer pumps. It

does not impact the automatic operation of the redundant pump train.
One train is adequate to maintain day tank level during engine
operation. Further, this installation does not affect the design or
operation of the diesel generator. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. As described in Item I above. This MFI does not impact the design
or operation of the diesel generator. Hence, the possibility of
creating an accident or malfunction of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. This MFI does not reduce the margin of safety as described in
Technical Specification 3/4-8.

|
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SE No.: 89-261
Source Document: TAF-80014

USAR CR 89-200

Description of Change

This change request revises USAR Figure 9.5-16 by replacing the figure
with F61D 302-360, Division 3 Diesel Jacket Vater Cooling System diagram.

Summary

I. No. This change is editorial in nature. It replaces a generic schematic
draving with a plant detailed drawing. This drawing replacement
does not change the design / function / operation of the Division III
Diesel Generator. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This change is editorial in nature. It does not change the
operation of the diesel generator. Hence, the margin of safety as
described in Technical Specification 3/4-8 is not reduced.

_
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SE No.1 89-262
Source Document: DCN-2401, Rev. O

Description of Change

This draving change updates P6ID 302-651, Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup
(G41) System, to add flex hoses D014 and D015, and valve 1G41-F628. The
flex hoses vere part of the original design and are shown on the
Isometric Drawings 304-905-103.2 and 104.2. The valve was inadvertently
left off the P61D during preparation of Revision T.

Summary

I. No. This DCN is editorial in nature. It only adds previously designed
and evaluated components. The design intent / function of the ruel
Pool Cooling and Cleanup (G41) System has not been changed.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. This is only an editorial change to the P6ID as described in Item I
above. Therefore, there is no possibility for creating a different
accident or malfunction from those previously evaluated in the USAR.

III. No. This DCN vill not affect the operability of the G41 System. Hence,
no margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification is reduced.

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ .
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SE No.: 89-263
Source Document: MFI 1-89-233

Description of Change

This Hechanical Foreign Item analyzes the temporary connection of the
;

Fire Protection (P54) System to the Circulating Vater (N71) System and
the Service Vater (P41) System to provide cooling vater to the
circulating pumps and motors, and service vater pumps and motors whilei

the repairs are made to the Makeup Vater Pretreatment (P20) System.

Summary

1. No. The P54 System is capable of providing adequate water to both the
N71 and the P41 pumps and motors without affecting its design
requirements. The P54 pumps discharge 2500 gpm at 141 psig. The
N71 and P41 Systems require 130 gpm at no more than 100 psig (P41)
and 25 psig (N71). The P54 limiting operation is supplying the
cable spreading room which needs 1856 gpm at 108 psig. There is
ample P54 vater availabic for both functions.

The P41 and N71 systems are nonsafety-reinted. Operations vill
inspect the Electric Fire Pump, P54-C002, every two hours to verify
that no degradation has occurred. The Diesel Fire Pump, P54-C001,
is availabic as a backup. Therefore, the probability of occurrence
or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not
increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This temporary connection vill not affect the operability or the
availability of any system describe in the Technical Specifications.
Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
Technical Specification is reduced.

- - - - . . - . _ . . - . - . - - . . _ _ , _ - _ _ . - - _ - _ - - -
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SE No. 89-264
Source Document: See Belov

Description of Change

All Unit 1 Class 1E Hotor Control Center (HCC) Control Power: Transformers (CPTs) are inadequately protected by the present CPT
secondary fuse application. This design change vill modify and change
out the existing CPT secondary fuses with fuses sized to provide improved
protection against failure due to CPT secondary side short circuits !n
each active starter located within HCCs listed.

Source Document Description

DCP 89-133 HCC EF1A07 1R24-S0018
DCP 89-133A HCC EF1A08 1R24-S0019
DCP 89-133B HCC EF1A09 1R24-50020
DCP 89-133C HCC EF1A12 1RT.4-S0031

DCP 89-133D HCC EF1B07 1424-S0021
DCP 89-133E HCC EF1B08 1R24-S0022
DCP 89-133F HCC EF1B09 OR24-S0035
DCP 89-133G HCC EF2D11 OR24-S0048
DCP 89-133H HCC EF2D11 1R24-S0023
DCP 89-133J MCC EF1C07 1R24-S0024'

DCP 89-133K HCC EF1C08 OR24-S0025
DCP 89-133L HCC EF1009 1R24-S0032
DCP 89-133H HCC EF1D07 1R24-S0026
DCP 89-133N HCC EFID08 1R24-S0028
DCP 89-133P HCC EF1D09 OR24-S0036
DCP 89-133R HCC EF1E-1/-2 1R24-S0029/-S0030

Summary

I. No. These sixteen design change packages involve fuse changes in sixteen
individual, Class 1E 480 VAC HCCs. The fuses being changed are
located on the secondary side of the CPTs which are mounted in each
of the MCC active starter compartments (approximately 313 total
starters).

Specific sizing criteria for these CPT secondary fuses is not
described in the USAR. The new fuses have been sized large enough
to avoid spurious operation in response to normal HCC starteri

functional demands i.e., start, stop, open, close, alarm, etc.'

Wherever applicable (in fourteen of the 313 total starters) the new
fuse design also maintains the required fuse-to-fuse coordination
needed to continue to provide 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, starter control
circuit isolation from the control room in the event of an
" Appendix R" fire in the Power Generation Control Complex (PGCC).

l
|

_.
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SE No.: 89-264 (Continued)

Therefore, the existing safety-related and/or safe shutdovn
functions of the McCs, the individual starters, and the equipment
povered/ controlled f rom them are not jeopardized by the modification
of tho fuses in order to enhance the short circuit protection of the
CPTs. Hence, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. Motor Control Center and Starter CPT secondary fuse sizes are not
described in the Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin of
safety as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification is
reduced.

:
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SE No.: 89-265
Source Document: HFI 1-89-235

Description of Change

This Mechanical Foreign Item analyzes the installation of a bypass line
and isolation valve to the Circulating m'ater System seal injection line.

Summary

I. No. The new Circulating Vater System seal injection line and isolationi

valva is installed in accordance with current design specifications.
This modification does not alter the function of the Circulating
Vater System. Further, failure of this new line is bounded by the
loss of condenser vacuum transient described in USAR Section 15.2.5.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety is not
increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. Sealing vater for the circulating water system is not covered in the
Technical Specifications. Its failure vill not compromise any

safety-related system or prevent a safe shutdown. Therefore, no
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification is reduced.

|
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SE No.: 89-266
Source Document: USAR CR 89-180

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the addition of Regulatory Guide 1.149, " Nuclear
Power Plant Simulator Facilities for Use in Operator License Examinations",
to the USAR Table 1.8-1. Regulatory Guide 1.149 describes the methodology
acceptable to the NRC for complying with the requirements of 10 CFR 55.45
regarding certification of a plant referenced simulation facility.

.,

Summary

I. No. This change is editorial in nature. It adds compliance to
Regulatory Guide 1.149. As such it does not affect plant operation.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR has not iisn increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. See Item I above.

.
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SE No.: 89-267
source Document: SVI-Til76, Rev. 3,

Description of Change

This Surveillance Instruction deletes the requirement to plot RilR
shutdown cooling cooldown rate (as described in USAR 5.4.7.1.1.la).
Limits are verified numerically rather than graphically.

Summary

I. No. System operation is unchanged by the deletion of a plot. Reactor
coolant cooldown rates are unchanged. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of en accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.
I

III. No. All Technical Specifications surveillance requirements are still |
met. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the bases for any '

Technical Specification is reduced.

- . .. _ . , - _ _ _ __ ,, - . . _. _ . --
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SE No.: 89-268
, Source Document USAR CR 89-181

Description of Change

This change request clarifies the operation of the outboard Main Steam
Isolation Valves (M51V) Packitig Leakage Detection System detailed in USAR
Section 6.7.3.5.

Summary

I. No. The USAR change request is editorial in nature and vill more
accurately describe the operation of the system. The USAR is
incomplete in its description of system operation. An operator is
not normally used to check for outboard MSIV packing leakage. This
task is performed by the temperature element which monitors packing
leakoff line temperature. Further, this change does not alter the
function or operation of the Main Steam System or the Leakage
Detection System. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. This USAR change request is editorial in nature and does not change
the vay the system vill respond during an accident. Therefore,

there is no possibility for creating a different accident or
malfunction from the one previously evaluated in the USAR.

III. No. The HSIV packing leakoff is not described in Technical
Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety as described in the
bases of the Technical Specification is reduced.

f
1
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SE No.: 89-269
Source Document: USAR CR 89-183

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the clarification of USAR Section $.4.5.1.e,
MSIV Design Bases, with regards to closing the MSIVs. General Electric
SIL No. 477, " Main Steam Isolation Valve Closure," indicates that for the
MSIVs to close within the required time, both the spring force and
con.,ressed air are required.

Summary

I. No. The General Electric SIL No. 477 and v.ngineering Calculation B21-B
indicate that both air and spring force is needed to close each
MSIV. These two forces are independent from each other. This
design feature exceeds the required design bases as the MSIVs
already meet the single failure criteria (tvo_ valves in each steam
line with each valve having independent motive sources provided by
division power supplies).

The loss of the compressed air systems will not disable the air
closing feature of the MSIVs. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or the malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. This clarification does not alter the function / operation of the
MSIVs. Further, MSIV closing failures have been previously
evaluated. Therefore, the possibility of creating an accident or
malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
USAR does not exist.

III. No. As described in Items I and II above the design / function / operation
.

'

of the MSIVs have not been altered. Hence, the safety margin as
describe in Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 has not been reduced.

|
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SE No.: 89-270
-

Source Document: HFI 1-89-242

Description of Change

This Hechanical Foreign Item analyzes injection of sealant and
installation of a clamp to t.a Reactot Vater cleanup 1G33-RVCU System
Relief Valve (1G33-F504) to stop water Laaking by.

' . Summary

I. No. Overpressure p" tection for the tube side of the itWCU Regenerative
lleat Exchanger is provided by relief valve 1033-F502. This is
adequate protection per General Electric (12-7-89: GA Nuclear
Energy: PER 89-535). The veight of clamp and sealant does not
affect the piping per FCR 13427. Containment isolation valves can
isolate affected piping if sealant causes 1G33-F504 to open.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated is not increased.

II. No. If the piping fails, leakaFe can be isolated by containment
isolution valves. Only an opproved quantity of material vill be
injected which prevents blocking RVCU heet exchangers. Therefore,
the possibility of creating an accident or malfunction of a
different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR does not
exist.

III. No. Since the RVCU Regenerative !! eat Exchanger still has overpressure
protection and the material is compatible for use in contact with
reactor coolant. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the
bases for any Technical Specification vill be reduced.

.- . - _ - _ .. . .- - - . - - _ . __ __- _ __- _
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SE No.: 89-271
Source Document: HFI 1-89-244

Description of Change

This Hechanfaal Foreign Item analyzes installation of a 3-vay manual / auto
control valve to the output of the Lov Pressure Heater Drains & Vents
Level Controller 1N26-R217 for the Building Heating Extraction Stenn Hot
Vater Heater IP55-B001A. This vill allov operators to take manual
control for startup and lov load conditions.

'

Summary

I. No. Though this MFI mciifies the existing control loop, it does not
change the design intent of the loop. That is, it adds a manual
control capability for placing the hot water heater in service.
This HFI does not modify any of the existing level switches or

___ operator control valve svitches which provide alarm, trip and .i

isolation functions under normal operation. The components affected
by this MFI are nonsafety-related. Therefore, the prob bility of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This MFI does not change or reduce any margin of safety as defined
in the bases for any Technical Specification.

.
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SE No.: 89-272
Scurce Document: Vork Order 88-7052

!!<Seription of Change

This evaluation analyzes performance of a local le.k rate test of
ID17-F071A in the revecse direction. This leak rate test is required as
a post maintenance test te;uirement for replacement of the valve.

Summary

I. No. Valve 1D17-F017A is a ball valve. The seating surface is
symmetrical and leaknge characteristics are the same in either
direction. A test pressure of 15 psi or less does not provide a
sufficient force to alter the seating characteristics of the valve.
Thus, the test pressure applied to either the inlet or the outlet
vill provide equivalent results. Section XI of ASME Boiler and ,

Pressure Vessel Code, dRules for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear
Power Plant Components", paragraph IVV-3423(d) specifically permits
'Mfferential pressure tests in this manner, for valves (except check
valves) if the differenti:.1 pressure is 15 psi or less. This change'

meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix J for Type C test
since, as stated above, equivalent results vill be obtained.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important tc mafety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. As descrioed in Item I above, it can be concluded that an acceptable
LLRT in the direction opposite normal flov, where the differential
pressure is 15 psi or less vill repeat itself when the flov is in
the normal direction. Therefore, the possibility of creating an
accident or malfunction of a deferent type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. Based on the evaluation for Item I above, operability of the tested
valve is not affected. I.eakage criteria as stated in the bases of
ine Technical Spesifications are not changed.

/

|
1
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SE No.: 89-273
Source Document: HFI l-89-245
,

' Description of Change

This Mechanical Foreign Item analyzes installation of installs a " Team "
Ine" line clamp block to seal maintenance drain lines from feedvater
heaters 3, 5, and 6 'o preclude steam / vater leakage to the plant
environment until permanent repairs to piping can be made.

Summaty

I. No. Temporarily blocking this drain line via this MFI vill not result in
exceeding ellowed pressure / temperature ratings of installed piping
based on ,n/e the associated with this line specification. Further,

the sy.* ems involved are not safety-related. Therefore, thee
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunctioi. of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. The system invc1ved are nonsafety. Installation of this MFI will
not create any new malfunction or accident beyond those already
discussed in the USAR.

III. No. None of the systems involve ace described in the Technical
Specifications.

-

|
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SE No.: 89-274 ,

Source Documentt DCP 89-259, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change relocates the Reactor Vater Cleanup (G33-RVCU) Pump
Rooms differential temperature inlet thermocouples to the pump room
entrance hallway. This vill provide a more stable measurement of pump
room differential temperature.

Summary
' L

I. No. Relocation of the RVCU Pump Rooms differential temperature inlet
thermocouples results in the inlet and outlet thermocouples being
located in the same zone. Fluctuations in temperature vill be
sensed by both thermocouples which would reduce the spurious alarms
in the control room. The present situation where the inlet and
outlet thermocouples are located in different zones is more
susceptible to high differentials caused by reasons other than a
steam ltek. Overall, the function of the RVCU Pump Rooms
differential temperature measurement system has not changed.

g Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an"

accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

4 III. No. The differential temperature is being measured at a more appropriate
location which vill help to prevent an inad"ertent actuation of the
RVLU isolation valves. The isolation setpoint and allovable values
in Table 3.3.2-2 for the RVCU Pump Rooms are not being changed.
Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
Technical Specification 3/4.3.2 is reduced.

.

-
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SE No.: 89-275
Source Document: LL&JED l-89-248

Description of Change

This LL&JED Analyzes defeating the lov air temperature trip of the Heater
Bay Ventilation (H41) System supply fans.

Summary

I. No. The M41 System los temperature trip protects the system's heating
coils from freezing J"e to lov outside air temperatures. Due to
internal plant conditions thir. LL&JED is required te maintain M41,

System operation to prevent overheating of other plant components.
Administrative controls are being used to ensure that the heating
coils do not freeze. The result is that the function of the
M41 System has not been altered. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. .See Item I above.

III. No. The M41 System is not described in the Techr.ical Specifications.
The function of the system has not been altered. Therefore, no
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specitication vill be reduced.

|
|
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SE No.: 89-276
Source Document DCN 2919, Rev. O

DCN 2922, Rev. O
!

' Description of Change

These drawing changes make various editorial changes to P& ids 208-615
l Sheets 200, 201, 202 and 205, Reactor Recirculating System; 208-025,

Sheets 200 and 201, Feedvater Control System; and 302-872, Control Rod
Drive System.

Summary

I. No. The drawing changes are editorial only and vill not affect the
design or operation of the represented systems. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the 03nR is not increased.

II. fio. See Item I above.

III. No. The drawing changes are editorial only and vill not affect the,

design or operation of the represented systems in any manner.'

Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
Technical Specification vill be reduced.

!
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SE No.: 89-277
Source Document PAP-1919, Rev. 1, TC-1

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes changes made to PAP-1919, " Fire Brigade Station
and Equipment". The change includes department title modifications,
renumbering PTI-P54-P0060, to SFI-0060, identifying added equipment to
the fire brigade stations, and identifying the new dress out station for
fire brigade members.

Summary

I. No. All changes made were found to be consistent with the fire
protection requirements of the USAR. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or concaauence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety oreviously evaluated in the USAR is not
increased.

II. No. All changes made were found to be consistent with the fire
protection requirements of the USAR. Therefore, the possibility of
creating an accident or malfunction of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. These procedure changes are consistent with the Fire Protection
Program as described in Technical Specifications section 6.5.1.6,
6.5.2.8 and 6.8.1. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined ir. the
bases for any Technical Specification vill be reduced.

|
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SE No.: 90-001
Source Document: SVI-E51-T2001, Rev. 8

Description of Change i

This revision to the SVI-E51-T2001 modifies the Reactor Core Injection
Cooling (E51-RCIC) System test loop operation to more accurately reflect
how the RCIC quick start testing is performed.

Summary

I. No. The RCIC quick start test method is in agreement with General
Electric SIL No. 336R1, " Surveillance Testing Reconaendations for
HPCI and RCIC System." The SVI modification vill put testing in the
proper sequence to a void depressurizing piping and permit throttling
of RCIC valve IE51-F022 to simulate reactor pressure. This meets
the intent of the pressure requirement of Technical Specifications.
Further, the SVI meets all Technical Specifications requirements and
additionally, checks the speed control logic and equipment.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not
increased.

II. No. RCIC operation is unaffected. The test simply models an actual
initiation more accurately than the current test as described in
USAR Section 5.4.6.2.5.2. Therefore, there is no possibility for
creating a different accident or malfunction from those previously
evaluated in the USAR.

III. No. The testing accomplished by this SVI exceeds Technical Specification
requirements. Therefore, it vill not reduce the margin of safety as
defined in the bases for any Technical Specification.

i
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SE No.: 90 002
Source Document: PAP-1918, Rev. 2

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes changes made to PAP-1918, " Fire Drills / Quarterly
Fire Brigade Meetings". The changes include identifying the minimum fire
drill requirements, hov fire drills are developed and implemented, and
identifying the requirements, for quarterly Fire Brigade Meetings.

Summary

I. No. All changes made vere found to be consistent with the fire
protection requirements of the USAR. Therefore, the probability of
an occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. All changes made vere found to be consistent with the fire
protection requirements of the USAR. Therefore, the possibility of
an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. These procedure changes are consistent with the Fire Protection
Program as described in Technical Specifications Section 6.5.1.6,
6.5.2.8, and 6.8.1. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in
the bases for any Technical Specification vill be reduced.

-. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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SE No.: 90-003
Source Document: DCP 88-366, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change provides Control Room Operators remote-manual
operation of the redundant (back-up) Hot Surge Tank Level Control
Valve IN21-F220.

Summary

I. No. This design change only adds an independent control loop to
1N21-F220. The change does not alter the function of the valve.
Furthermore, the modification does not impact the design or
operation of the Condensate System. The portion of the Condensate
System affected by this DCP is nonsafety-related per USAR
Section 10.4.7.1. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. This modification only adds an independent control loop and does not
alter the design or operation of the Condensate System. Hence,
there is no possibility for creating a different accident or
malfunction from the ones previously evaluated.

III. No. This DCP does not affect Technical Specifications. Therefore, no
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification is reduced.

i
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SE No.: 90-004
ource Document: DCP 90-005

Description of Change

This design change replaces the Circulating Vater (N71) System seal vater
lines with stainless steel.

Summary

.I. No. The Circulating Vater System (N71) is nonsafety-related. The
modified pipe line does not alter the function or operation of the
N71 System. The use of stainless steel vould prove to be more
reliable than carbon steel due to its better corrosion resistance.
Therefore, a line specification change carbon steel to stainless
steel vill not increase the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The modified pipe line specification does not alter the N71 System
operation. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the bases
for any Technical Specifications will be reduced.

,
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SE No.: 90-005
Source Document: MFI 1-90-006

Description of Change

This Mechanical Foreign Item analyzes installation of a stainless steel
valve disk in the Offgas Loop Seal Drain Valve IN64-F031 instead of a
nonsparking, brass disk.

Summary

I. No. USAR Section 15.7.1.1.1 addresses the probable consequences of
having sparking valve disks (15.7.1.1.1b system rupture caused by
hydrogen detonation and 15.7.1.1.1c, filter bed fire). Both are
possible results of a hydrogen detonation caused by a sparking valve
disk.

A hydrogen detonation can only be caused by two independent events
both of which must occur simultaneously: a hydrogen build-up caused
by recombiner failure and the presence of an ignition source. The
addition of the stainless valve disk does not alter the probability
of a recombiner failure and the subsequent hydrogen build-up. In

order to produce a spark to ignite the hydrogen the valve must be
exposed to air. The location of the valve is such that it vill
remain submerged, suppressing any spark.

The addition of this valve disk does not increase in the probability
of the events necessary to have a hydrogen denotation. Therefore,
the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The addition of this valve disk vill not affect Technical
Specification ;.11, Offsite Release. Therefore, no margin of safety
as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification is reduced.

.
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I SE No.: 90-006
|Source Document: DCN 2937, Rev. 0
l

Description of Change
|

A temporary bypass line for the circulating water system seal injection
line vill be made permanent. Reference SE No. 89-265.

J

Summary |

I. No. The new Circulating Vater System seal injection line and isolation
valve is installed in accordance with current design specifications.

i

|
This modification does not alter the function of the Circulating
Vater System. Further, failure of this new line is bounded by the
Loss of Condenser Vacuum Transient described in USAR Section 15.2.5.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an

l
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety is not been
increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. Sealing water for the Circulating Vater System is not covered in the
Technical Specifications. It's failure vill not compromise any

safety-related system or prevent a safe shutdown. Therefore, no
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification is reduced,

i

I

L

:

|
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SE No.: 90-008
Source Document: MFI 1-90-009

Description of Change

This Hechanical Foreign Item analyzes the addition of extra charcoal to
the Offgas (N64) System Charcoal Beds.

Summary

I. No. This MFI analyzes the addition of extra charcoal to the N64 charcoal
beds. Adsorbers N64-D012A/B vill have no charcoal while
adsorbers N64-D013A/B, D014A/B, and D015A/B vill each contain
approximately 4 tons of charcoal. This results in approximately
'60 ft. of charcoal in the flovpath. This exceeds the design of
53 ft. as stated in USAR Section 11.3.2.1.11. Failure of the
adsorber vessel is bounded by the analysis described in USAR
Section 15.7.1.1. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment is not
increased.

.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The margin of safety as described in the bases for Technical
Specification 3/4.11 has not been reduced.

- -. - -_- - __-______ _ _ _ _
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SE No.: 90-009
Source Document: HFI 1-90-010

Description of Change

This Mechanical Foreign Item analyzes the replacement of a section of
1-1/2 inch High Pressure Heater Drains and Vents (N25) System drain line
with equivalent line specification pipe and a threaded union to
connect with existing piping.

Summary

I. No. The new N25 drain line which replaces the existing N25 drain is in
accordance with the existing specification described in the USAR.
Therefore, the probability of occertence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. Replacing the existing drain line with equivalent material does not
introduce an accident or malfunction not previously evaluated in the
USAR.

III. No. Replacing the N25 drain line with equivalent rated material does not
reduce any safety margin described in the Technical Specification
bases.

- - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _ _
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SE No.: 90-010
Source Document: PAP-1911, Rev. 3

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes changes made to PAP-1911, " Fire Emergency". The
i

change include clarifying the Secondary Alarm Station Personnel response
to fire indications and delineation of alternative response actions for
instances where a fire alarm occurs and plant conditions are such that
physical response is difficult.

Summary

I. No. All changes made are found to be consistent with the fire protection
requirements of the USAR. Therefore, the probability of an
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated ir. the USAR is
not increased.j

II. No. All changes made were found to be consistent with the fire
protection requirements of the USAR. Therefore, the possibility of
creating an accident or malfunction of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. These procedure changes are consistent with the Fire Protection
Program as described in Technical Specifications Section 6.5.1.6,
6.5.2.8, and 6.8.1. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in
the bases for any Technical Specification vill be reduced.
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SE No.: 90-011
Source Document: USAR CR 90-001

,

-Description of Change

This safety evaluation analyzes when the Reactor Core Injection Cooling
(RCIC-E51) System Equipment Room differential temperature instruments are
required to be operable.

C Summary-

I.-No. Analysis has determined that the design of the RCIC Equipment Room
differential temperature instruments are not required to initiate an
isolation signal to the RCIC System. Likewise, the RHR A/B Pump
Room differential temperature instruments are not required to close
RHR/RCIC isolation valves.

The Perry leakage detection ryttem vas designed in accordance with
GE design specification uata sheets 22A3735AD which, at one point,
required differential temperature measurement in the RCIC and RHR
Equipment Rooms. GE has since revised their design specification to
delete the requirement for differential temperature measurement in
these rooms. Therefore, the differential temperature measurement
portion of the RCIC and RHR Equipment Rooms leak detection systems
are not required for the safe operation of the plant.

However, Technical Specifications indicates that the differential
temperature elements _ vill be mounted in a manner which vill only
measure the differential temperature across the safety-related RCIC
and RHR room coolers. This vill give an indication of a small steam
leak if it exits, but only when the coolers are_ running. Since
differential _ temperature measurement is not required to monitor for
leakage, there is no reason to-have differential temperature
measuretent when the coolers are not running.

If a small steam leak does develop when_the coolers are in standby,
redundant leak' detection system ambient temperature svitches vill
isolate RCIC-and RRR_on high temperature thus preventing damage to

. equipment _important to safety, due to high-temperatures, andL

limiting the release of radiation.

The:efore, changing the USAR to specify RCIC and RHR differential
temperature measurement systems to only operate when the room
coolers-are running vill not increase the probability of occurrenceL

or the. consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety.

,

|-
L II. No. Specifying the conditions under which the RCIC and RHR room-

differential temperature instruments are operable vill not createI

the possibility of an accident or malfunction of a different type
than previously evaluated. When the RCIC and RHR room coolers are
running the differential temperature measurement system vill operate

t

_ _ _ . . . _. . _ _ _ _ . . . . . _ _ . _ - - _ --
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SE No.: 90-011 (continued)

as designed. When not running the redundant ambient temperature
switches vill isolate on a steam line break in the RCIC and RHR
Equipment Rooms. The RCIC and RHR differential temperature function
was to detect a small steam line break that could be masked by the
room coolers; this function has not changed. Not providing
differential temperature measurement for times when the room coolers
are not running vill not change the possibility of detecting and
isolating a leak.

III. No. The Technical Specification bases B3/4.3.2 and B3/4.4.3 are not
affected by specifying when the RCIC and RHR differential
temperature measurement system is operational. The bases do not
describe system function. The operability requirements for the
subject instruments in Technical Specification 3/4.3.2 are also not
impacted by providing the basis for differential temperature
instrument operability in the USAR.

.



___ ______ ____ _
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SE No.: 90-012
Source Document: HFI l-90-012

Description of Change

This Hechanical Foreign Item analyzes installation of a dif ferential
pressure gauge across test points .1P42-R236 and IP42-R237 to set
Emergency Closed Cooling (P42) System flow to the Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling (RCIC) System room cooler.

Summary

I. No. This MFI installs a differential pressure gauge across an already
existing orifice. The installation of the gauge vill not alter the ,

function or operation of the P42 System. Therefore, the probability
of occurrences or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. A Safety Class 3 isolation valve is located on each test point. The
valve vill only be opened when a differential pressure reading is
taken. Therefore, the possibility of leakage through the test
points is minimized. Hence, the possibility of creating an accident
or malfunction of a different type is not increased.

III. No. This MFI does not affect the operability of the P42 System.
Therefore, no Technical Specification margin of safety is reduced.

-
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SE No.: 90-014
Source Document: DCP 89-013RC, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change adds an additional Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ)
Camera (P56-J231) on the roof of Unit 2 Turbine Building. This is part
of the current project that extends the Unit I security boundary to
include the Unit 2 buildings. This DCP also removes PTZ
Camera (P56-J239) and its associated viring from the Cor;rol Complex roof
to support the extension of the Unit.1 system.

Summary

.I. No. This DCP has been evaluated and is considered a NRC 50.54(p) change
which does not require prior NRC approval. This installation is
nonsafety and does not involve other equipment important to safe
plant operation. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to

safety previu'tsly evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The camera system is nonsafety and has no affect on other systems.
The security system is not addressed in the Technical
Specifications. Therefore, the addition of this camera vill not
reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
Technical Specification.

-
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SE No.: 90-015
Source Document: S0I-P47, Rev.- 4, TC-3

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes-the_ temporary changes to the Control Complex
Chilled Vater (P47-CCCV) System Operating Instruction (SOI) to provide

-direction for starting the chiller vith a failed load timer.

Summary

I..No. This instruction change requires that_the chiller be declared
inoperable for the purposes of satisfying Technical Specifications
in the event that the chiller is operated with a failed cycle timer.
By declaring-the chiller inoperable-the actions specified in
Technical Specification 3/4.7.2 vill be taken. Additionally, since
the diesel loading sequence following a LOOP or LOCA assumes that
the chiller vill restart at 100% load, the automatic restart of this
chiller at the previously set load vill not advcrsely affect the
loading of the diesels. This ensures that the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of-
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is-
not_ increased.

II. No. Since a chiller _vith an inopertble cycle timer-may not automatically
restart following a LOOP or LOCA, this instruction change requires
that the chiller be declared inoperable for the purpose of
satisfying Technical Specifications. Operation of the chiller as
described by this SOI change vill not prevent the chiller _from
tripping and/or alarming due to a LOOP, LOCA, or chiller safety
circuit, nor_ vill it prevent the redundant chiller starting
automatically following a LOOP or LOCA signal. Therefore the

_ possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
-any evaluated previously in the USAR is not created.-

III. No.- Operation of'a chiller in the manner described in this instruction
change _ vill not-impact the ability of the system to maintain the
required control room temperature.- Furthermore, by declaring the
chiller-inoperable the actions described in Technical
Specification 3/4.7.2 vill be taken ensuring compliance to the plant
design basis and ensuring the margin of safety as defined in the
Technical Specification bases is not reduced.

!

i

1
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SE No.: 90-016
Source Document: TMP-2010, Rev. 2

Description of Change

This evaluation ar.alyzes the deletion of the phase "and plant integrated
operations" from USAR Section 13.2.3.7, " Technical Staff and Managers
Training Program".

Summary

I. No. This change is administrative in nature. USAR, Section 1.8,
Table 1.8-1 requires compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.8,
Revision 1 and ANSI 18.1-1971 for the training of non-licensed site
personnel. SSER 2, Section 13.2 states that the training programs
for non-licensed plant staff vill be based upon INP0 guidelines,
industry experience and department input. The non-licensed staff
training program is now called the Technical Staff and Manager (TSH)
training program. The INP0 Accreditation Report for PNPP (Final)
dated October 24, 1988, states that the program's systems training
can be met by several courses. Course selection is based upon
experience level of the student in question. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. This change is administrative in nature. As described in Item I
above, the possibility of creating an accident or malfunction of a
different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR does not
exist.

III. No. This change is administrative in nature. It is not described in
Technical Specifications.

,



SE No.: 90-017
Source Document: PAP-1912, Rev. 3

Description of change

This evaluation analyzes changes made to PAP-1912, " Burn Permit for
Ignition Sources". The change includes clarifying when and where burn
permits are required; commitments were added to reflect an equipment
quality review of heaters in safety-related areas; and allowing the work
supervisor to designate an alternate to perform his field
responsibilities.

Summary-

1. No. All changes made were found to be consistent with the fire
protection requirements of the USAR. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. All changes made were found to be consistent with the fire
protection requirements of the USAR. Therefore, the possibility of
an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. These procedure changes are consistent with the Fire Protection
Program as described in Technical Specifications Section 6.5.1.6,
6.5.2.8, 6.8.1. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the
bases for any Technical Specification vill be reduced.

- .-.
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SE No.: 90-018
Source Document: MFI l-90-017

Description of Change

This Mechanical Foreign Item analyzes disconnecting the output of Level
Transmitter 1N25-N543A vhile connecting the output of Level
Transmitter 1N25-544A to the drain controller 1N25-RS40A of the First
Stage Drain Tank of Moisture Separator Reheater (MSR) 2A. This
re-establishes automatic drain tank level control.

Summary

I. No. Though this MFI modifies the automatic drain level control, it does
not alter the function or operation of the drain tank or the MSR.
Additionally, the MFI does not override existing isolation or alarm
functions. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. Implementation of this MFI does not adversely affect the accident
analyses of USAR Chapter 15. Therefore, there is no possibility for
a different accident or malfunction from those previously evaluated
in the USAR.

III. No. This MFI does not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the
bases for any Technical Specification.

. - - - _ _ _ _ _ - - __ _ _ __
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SE No.: 90-019
Source Document HFI 1-90-019

Description vf Change

This Hechanical Foreign Item analyzes the addition of a manual / auto valve
control station and a three-position control switch to operate the Hot
Vater Heat Exchanger (P55-HVHE) Extraction Steam Inlet Valve IN36-F470.

Summary

I. No. This MFI installs a manual / auto control station within the control
loop for 1N36-F470. A three-position control switch for this valve
is installed in the Auxiliary Boiler control panel. This vill
enable the operator to monitor and control 1N36-F470, thereby
permitting control of the HVHE vater level during lov heat loads for
the Building Heating System. This HFI does not alter the function
of N36-?470. Manual control of this valve is administrative 1y
controlled. Further, the Building Heating System is
nonsafety-related. Therefore, the probability of occurrence of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipr.ent important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The Building Heating System is not described in the Technical
Specifications. Hence, installation of this MFI vill not reduce any
margin of safety as defined in the bases fc any Technical
Specification.

e
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SE No.: 90-020
Source Document: DCN 2967, Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change corrects drawing reference marks on P& ids 302-762,
Penetration Pressurization; 302-243 and 302-244, Instrument Air; 302-051,
Auxiliary Steam; and 302-281, Auxiliary Boiler Chemical Treatment; to
remove drawing interface discrepancies.

Summary

I. No. The identification of the correct drawing reference marks on the
P& ids is editorial in nature and does not alter the design or
function cf the systems in question. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. Correction of these drawings does not alter the design or operation
of any equipment in the plant. Therefore, the possibility of an

< accident or malfunction different from any previously evaluated in
the USAR is not created.

III. No. These changes are editorial in nature and do not change the designs

or operation of the system in question. The margin of safety as
defined in the Technical Specificatior.s is not reduced.

<

4
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SE No. 90-021
Source Document: DCN 2549, Rev. 0 ,

Description of Change

This drawing change revises P&ID 302-382, Potable Water, to reflect
actual jurisdiction of CEI and Lake County Department of Utilities
Potable Vater Meter House valves. CEI jurisdiction is downstream of
P71-F676 and P71-F673 and Lake County's jurisdiction is upstream. >

Summary

I. No. The correction of the jurisdictional boundaries on the P&ID is
editorial in nature and does not change the function of the Potable
Vater System. The Potable Vater System does net affect any
safety-related components or equipment. Therefore, the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated it, the USAR in
not increased.

. ,

II.-No. The Potable Vater System does not have any safety-related functions
per USAR Section 9.2.4. Failure of this system vill not compromise
any safety-related system or components. Therefore, the posssbility
of creating an accident or malfunction-of a differeat type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR does not exist. |f

III. No. This correction is editorial in nature and does not alter the
function of the Portable Vater System. The margin of safety as
identified in the Technical Specifications is not decreased.

,

..



SE No.: 90-022
Source Doco, ment: DCN 2968, Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change corrects valve position on P& ids, 302-241
and 352-241, Unit 1 and Unit 2 Instrument Air System, from normally
closed to normally open for valves 1/2 PS2-F0810A. >

Summary

I. No. The identification of the valvsi as normally open from normally
closed on the P&IOs is edito.-lal in natut and does not alter the
design or f einction of the system in questiin . Therefore, the
probability of occLrrence or the e.onsequer.es of the accident or

'

malfunction of equipment important to sa' .ty previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. Correction of these drawings dnes not alter the design or the
operation of any equipne.it in the plant. Therefore, the possibility 'of an accident or malfunction different from any previously
evaluated in the USAR is not created.

III. No. These changes are editorial in nature and do not change the design
or operation of the system in question. The margin of safety as
defined in the Technical Specifications is n.t reduced.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ -
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90-023 DCN 2959, Rev. OSE NO.t
Source Document:

Description of Change i n reference on P&ID

This drawing change corrects the interconnect oEquipment and Floor Drain (P68) System,
911-601,

references on P&IDiSummary

This drawing changes corrects an interconnect onfrom the Dryvell Cooling System and the Conta
inmwnt Vessel

Thei ulation System.I. No.
and Dryvell Purge System to the Reactor Rec rcconsequences of an
302-601 f the P68 System.i
change does not alter the original funct on oh
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or t eto safety previouslyt

accident or malfunction of equipment importan
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.Therefore, the01.
'this is enly an editorial change to P6ID 9116lfunction of a diffarent
possibility of creating an accident or main the USAR does not exist.II. No.
type than any evaluated previously ddressed in the
The Equipment .ni Floor Drain System is not aThis DCN vill not directly or indirectlyTherefore,

III. No. l t system.
Technical Specification.the function or operability of any p anh ical Specification vill
no margin of safety as defined for any Tec neffect

be reduced.

|
,
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SE Nc, 90-025, 90-047
Source D cument: DCP 88-368. Rev. O

r

Description of Change |

This design change removes ASME Turbine Acceptance Test instruments and |||
, root valves f rom the Hain Steain f.ystem which are not required during

normal plant operation. (Mechanical and 1&C Evaluation)
.

Summary

1. No. Removal of the subject instrumentation and associated root valves
vill reduce possible piping fallutes. These components vete "]l

4incorporated for turbine testing only and vere not part of any
turbine control system. Performance of the DCP is nonsafety-related
and in accordance with power piping code ANSI B31.1. Further the
function and operation of the Main Steam System vill not be altered.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence of the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not !.. creased.

II. No. See item I above.

III. No. ASME Turbine Acceptance '!esting is not described in the Technical
Specifications. Removal of the Associated instruments and toot
valves vill not alter the function or operatten of the Main Steam
System. Therefore, no Nargin of safety as def.c+d in the bases for
any Technical Speelfication is reduced.

i

s

!
a

%
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SE No.: 90-026
Source Document: S01-N27, Rev. 8. TC-2

Description of_ Chang

This evaluation analyzes the temporary change to the Feedvater (N27)
System Operatir.g Insta,ction which permits using Chemical Cleaning (P81)
System piping reduce Hot Surge Tank Level.

Summary

1. No. This instruction change allovs the use of the Chemleal Cleanier
Valve IP81-F553 to bypass flov from the discharge of the Reactor
Feed Booster Pumps (RFBP) to the inlet sloe of the Hot Surge Tant
level control valve. Excess water from the Hot Surge Tank vill then
be routed back to the Condenser Hotvoll via the Condensate minimum
flov valve or to the condensate Storage Tank via the
normal / emergency dump valves. This change does not alter the
overall function and operation of the Condensate and Feedvater
Systems. Further, the USAR analyzes failures of both systems.'

Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or rialf unction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. Thir change affects only the Condensate and Feedvater Systems both
of which are postuleted by the USAR to fail. Therefore, there is no
possibility for creating a different accident or malfunction from
those previously evaluated in the USAR.

III. No. Neither the RFBPs nor the Condensate System have any impact upon
Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined
in the bases for any Technical Specification is reduced.

A

4
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SE No.: 90-027
Source Document: USAR CR 90 012

Description of change

This safety evaluation analyres various editorial changes to the USAR.
These changes include format alterations, spelling, grammar etc.

Summary

I. No. The majority of these changes are editorial in nature (e.g., typos,
spelling, grammar). The remaining changes involved portions of
previou=1y evaluated and hpproved change requests that vere
incorporated incorrectly in the original update of the FSAR.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. These changes are either strictly editorial or have been previously
evaluated and approved, therefore, there is no possibility for
creating an accident or malfunction of different type than any
previously evaluated.

III. No. These changes do not aftect Technical Specifications.

,

f
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SE No.: 90-029
Source Document DCN 2992. Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change makes an editorial change to P&ID 3C2-141, Steam Seal
System, to add an HPL number to a Y-Strainer.

Summary

I. No. This drawing change is editorial only. It adds a HPL number to a
system component. The change vill not affect the system in any way.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

I!I. No. This drawing change is editorial only. It does not affect Technical
Specifications.

- - - - _ - -___ .
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SE No.: 90-030
Source Document NR: 90-S-022

Description of Change

This safety evaluation analyzes the Non-conformance Report of the
Use-As-Is/ Repair disposition of electric relays from Brown Boveri
Electric per GEI-0107.

Summary

I. No. The failure mode of these relays vould be loss of control power due
to open circuit failure of the printed circuit board or voltage
dropping resistors. This failure vill nave no direct effect on
other safety-related equipment. In the unlikely event that the
failure causes a short circuit each pair of relays and associated
auxiliaries are fused separately and fuse operation vould isolate
the circuitry from safety-related DC power.

Failure of any of these relays has no immediate effect on operation
of the plant. These relays are used as a permissive (interlock) in
the manual control circuits used to connect the preferred and
alternate preferred source to buses EH-ll, EH-12, and EH-13.

,

For complete losses of offsite pover, failure of any or all relays
has no effect, all EH buses vill be automatically supplied by the
diesel generators. For a partial loss of offsite power (loss of
actual connected source to EH bus) the EH bus is always
automatically connected to the diesel generator per existing power
system design. Should a telay on the remaining offsite source fail,
manual connection to this remaining source (due to incerlock) vill
be slightly delayed until this relay can be jumpered. During this
delay the bus vill continue to be supplied by the diesel generator
an analyzed and inherently safe condition. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences cf an accident or
malfunction of. equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. Any malfunct.\ons of these relays are bounded by the analysis for
loss of offsite power. Therefore. there is no possibility for a
dif ferent accident or m :1 function f rom the one previously evaluated.

III. No. Technical Specitication Section 3.8.1.1 requires two physseslly
independent circuits between the offsite transmission network and
the Class lE distribution system to be operable. Failure of the
voltage relays sill cot eliminate the availability of either supply
since minual transfer can be completed while remaining in compliance
with the LCO actions specified for loss of offsite circuits.

. -. . . - . . _ .- -. .- - - _ - _ . - - - . -- .
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SE No.: 90-030 (Continued)

Vith all interlock relays jumpered, any manual transfers can be made !

as required in support of normal operations or as a result of |

partial or complete losses of offsite power. Therefore, the margin j

of safety as defined in the bases of the Technical Specifications is (

not reduced,

l
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SE No.: 90-031
Source Document NR: 90-S-023

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the Non-conformance Report of the Use-As-Is/
Repair disposition of electric relays supplied from Brown Boveri
Electric.

Summary

I. No. The voltage relays supervise automatic and manual transfer of the
L10 and L20 buses between the 100-PY-T and the 200-PY-T startup
transformers. Automatic transfer is initiated by a failure of
either startup transformer. This transfer vill preclude a diesel |

'

generator start for a startup transformer failure. A failure of the
voltage supervision function vill result in failure to automatically
transfer buses L10 or L20 to the remaining startup transformer.
Diesel generator starts vill occur on all divisions which vere
supplied from the failed startup transformer. Manual transfers can
then be made after jumpers are installed to bypass the failed
voltage relays at either the L10 or L20 bus or the EH bus locations
to supply all divisional buses from the remaining startup
transformer.

All divisional buses vill remain energized and capable of responding
to an accident condition through either a diesel generator supply or
offsite power supply until the appropriate manual transfer can be
completed. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. Malfunction of the voltage relays coincident with a startup
transformer failure could result in a short term loss of offsite
power supply to the divisional buses until manual transfers can be
completed. This condition vould be bounded by the loss of offsite'

power event which has been previously evaluated in the USAR. Hence,
the possibility of creating an accident or malfunction of a
different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR does not
exist.

III. No. Technical Specification Section 3.0.1.1 requires two physically
| independent circuits between the offsite transmission netvork and

Class 1E distribution system to be operable. Failure of the voltage

relays will not eliminate the availability of either supply. Manual
transfer can be completed while within the time specifies in the LCO
action statement for loss of offsite circuits. The bases forL

| Technical Specification 3.8.1 is to ensure that sufficient power is
available to supply safety-related equipment. This vill be met by
the availability of the diesel generators and the offsite sources.
Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
Technical Specification vill not be reduced.i

|
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SE No.: 90-032
source Document: DCP 89-0138E, Rev. O

,

Descriptico of Change

This design change adds an additional Fixed Camera (P56-J220) on the roof
of the Primary Access Control Point (PACP). This is part of the current
project that extends the Unit 1 security boundary to include Unit 2
buildings.

This DCP also removes Fixed Camera (P56-J223) to support the extension of

|
the Unit 1 system.

4

Summary: See Safety Evaluation 90-014.

|
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SE No.: 90-033
Source Document USAR CR 90-016

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes ( anges made to USAR Tables 1.7-1 and 1.7-2
which report the recent res sions of various drawings contained within
the USAR.

Summary

I. No. This change is an editorial change. It simply co*.giles data from
approved drawing changes. No chcnges are being made to the plant.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence er the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not
increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This change is editorial and does not change the plant. The figure
revisions in question are not described in Technical Specifications.
Therefore, no margin of safety is reduced.

.,
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SE No.: 90-034
Source Document USAR CR 90-046

PAP-0507. Rev. 8. TC-6;

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes changes made to USAR Section 13.5.2.2.6 and
Table 13.5-1. This change adds section responsibilities for the
maintenance of the Fuel Technical Instructions (FTI) and deletes section
responsibility for the maintenance of the training instructioas.

Summary
_

I. No. The 160 portions of FTI Volume F vill be maintained by the Manager
of I6C instead of the Manager of Operations Support Section. The
Manager of Operations Support Section meets the requirements of
ANSI N18.1 Technical Manager position. The I&C Hanager meets the
ANSI Maintenance Manager position which requires one more year of
field experience than the Technical Manager. Based upon the I&C
Hanager's additional experience there is no degradation of review
for these instructions.

The second change is editorial in nature, it addresses the change in
responsibility for maintenance of the training manual by the Perry
Training Section. This is consistent with Section 13.2.1 of the
USAR vhich states that the Plant Technical Hanger is responsible of
the overal) program. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or
the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not
increased.

II. No. This is an administrative change for procedure revision
responsibilities. Personnel meet the requirements of
ANSI 18.1-1971. llence, the possibility of creating an accident or
malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
USAR does not exist.

III. No. This change is in compliance with the administrative controls
section of the Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin of
safety as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification vill
be reduced.

- - , - - - - - _ - - . - _ . .. . . - - - - . - .



SE No.: 90-035
Source Document: DCP 88-183, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change permanently removes sections of Dryvell Cooling (M13)
System duct to facilitate Control Rod Drive (Cll) removal and
replacement.

Summary

I. No. This DCP permanently removes seven sections of H13 duct to provide
room to remcVe and/or replace Control Rod Drive Units. The duct
sections to be removed are currently blanked off and not in use as a
result of DCP 87-397. This was done to help control upper dryvell
temperatures. . This DCP vill not adversely affect the design intent
of the Dryvell cooling Sy,r am as described in Section 9.4.6 of the
USAR. Because this section of duct is not longer in use, this DCP
vill not increase the probability o consequences of any accident or

safety already evaluated inmalfunction to equipment impe-tan', a

the USAR.

II. No. This design change invol es .nc removal of ventilation duct no
longer in use. The design of the M13 System is not adversely
affected by DCP. The removal of this duct vill not create en
accident or malfunction not previously evaluated within the USAR.

.

III. No. The removal of this duct vill not affect the Dryvell Cooling
System's ability to maintain the Technical Specifications dryvell'

average temperature limit. Therefore, the margin of safety as
defined in the bases for any-Technical Specification is not reduced.

.
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SE No.: 90-036
Source Document: DCP 89-106, Rev. O

Description of Chang j

This design change increase the site of the existing fuses in the
penetration fuse panel and 120VAC distribution panel to be compatible
with the load requirements of the Refueling Auxiliary Platform and vill
provide ptetection agrinst failure due to short circuits.

Summary

I. No. USARTable8.3-11,formaximumpredigtedfaults,shovsthefuse
clearing times and the penetration I t ratings '7r #12 AVG conductor
based on the maximum predicted 3 phase fault et.crent of 734 Amp
symmetrical. The USAR table lists #12 AVG conductor as being
trotected by a 12 Amp and 15 Amp fuse combination. This indicates
that adequate protection vould be provided by a 15 Amp f.use in the
worst case. In this case the fault value of 309 Amps is less severe
than-the USAR listed 734 Amps and is encompassed by Table 8.3-11.
Calculation #FSPC-0008 evaluated the 15 Amps Gould-Shavmut Class J/D
and 15 Amps Bussmann RK-5/D fuses to protect the penetration
conductor #12 AVG. Thefuseclearingtimesare.glsec.(FuseJ/D)
and .04 sec. (Fuse RK-5/4) and the penetration I t rating is
2.3 sec. at maximum 3 phase fault of 309A symmetric for #12 AVG. The
vorst case profile evaluated by the above mentioned calculation
indicates that the fuse sizes specified by this DCP are sufficient
to protect the penetration conductor. Therefore, penetration
circuit protection requirements as specHied in USAR
Sections 8.3.1.1.2.9, 8.3.1.4.5, and Table 8.3-11 vill be satisfied.

Refueling Platform operation as described in USAR Section 9.1.4 vill
be unaffected by this change. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. Operability requirements for containment penetration conduetor
overcurr...t protective devices described in Specification 3.8.4.1 do
not app;5 .o this circuit. Operability requirements of refueling
equipment per Section 3.9.6 and 3.9.7 are not affected by this
change. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined for any Technical
Specification is reduced.

_ _ - . -- . , --_
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i SE No.: 90-037
Source Document: DCP 89-189, Rev. O

Description of Change
,

This design change vill add nev ducting to the Turbine Power Complex
| Ventilation (H42) System to improve cooling in the Turbine Power Complex
,

4 647'-6" elevation area. The improved cooling vill eliminate the
incidents of high temperatures tripping thermal overloads within the
area.

Summary

I. No. This DCP vill improve air distribution at the 647'-6" elevation of
the Turbine Power Cotplex. The design change vill not affect the

,

'

function of the M42 System. The ambient temperature in these areas
vill remain within the range specified in the USAR. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment previously evaluated in the USAR is not
increased.

,

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. Technical Specifications does not address the Turbine Power Complex
Ventilation System. The design change vill not affect the function
of the M42 System. Therefore, no margi- safety as defined in the'

bases for any Technical Specification v be reduced.

f
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SE No.: 90-038
Source Document: DCP 88-300A, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change installs permanent temperature monitoring equipment to

measure Emergency Service Vater (P45-ESV) System temperature in various
locations. (I&C Hechanical Evaluation)

Summary

I. No. This DCP installs temperature instrumentation on the P45 inlet to
both pairs of Residual fleat Removal heat exchangers and the fligh
Pressure Core Spray room cooler to provide local temperature
indication. This change vill not affect the design or function of
ESV System.

Vith the exception of the thermovell installation, the entire
installation is nonsafety-related. The design, fabrication and
installation of the thermovells either meet or exceed specific
design conditions of temperature, pressure, velocity, seismic and
vibration. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or thee
consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. Due to the size of the thermovell, a failure vill be bounded by USAR
Section 15.6.2. A total failure of the equipment including the
thermovells vill not create the possibility for an accident or
malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
USAR.

III. No. The addition of the temperature instrumentation is for local
indication only. There are no conttol functions performed by this
installation. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the
bases for any Technical Specification vill be reduced.

1

l
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SE No.: 90-039
Source Document: DCP 89-245, Rev. O

Description of Change

This DCP relocates pressure switch OP54-N030. The pressure switch
provides an automatic start function for the Fire Protection (P54) System
Electric Fire Pump. Additieaally, the DCP also involves changing the
type of switch used.

Summary

I. No. This change only affects the Fire Protection System which functions
to prevent or mitigate the consequences of fire on plant equipment.
The location, the piping arrangement and the new switch will be in
compliance with the NFPA Codes and U.L. listing requirements as
stated in the USAR Section 9.5.1 and Appendix 9A. -This change vill
not affect the operation or function the fire pump as analyzed or
introduce any new fire hazards. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This change has no impact on the administrative aspects of the Fire
Protection Program and does not affect any plant systems relied on
for Alternate Shutdovn Capability. Therefore, no margin of safety
as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification vill be
reduced.

,
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SE No.: 90-040
Source Document: DCN 2778, Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change revises P&ID 206-008, Electrical Connected Automatic
and Manual Loading and Unloading Safety System Switchgear, to reflect the
permanent installation of the modified 2P42-C001B motor as the
replacement motor for OM26-C001A. Reference HFI 1-89-124.

Summary

I. No. The replacement motor is a calculated 2 KV larger load than the
original motor evaluated in USAR Table 8.3-1 for Unit 1, Divisiot 1
Diesel Generator. The calculation (Calculation WHISC-0004)
identifies the replacement motor as having a 1 ampere lover full
load current, L-at with a higher power factor. The end result vould
be an 82.0 KV load,.instead of the original 80.0 KV load. This
additional 2 KV load is an insly'ificant addition to the maximum'

allovable 7,000 KV Unit 1, Division 1 load. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or consequence or an accident of
malfunction of equipment is not increased.

II. No. The replacement motor has a larger service factor, thus has a
greater motor operating safety range than the original motor. Thus
a new malfunction or accident is not created.

III. No. The 1 ampere reduction in the full load ampere is within the,

postulated diesel load " band" described within Technical
Specification 3/4.8.1.1.2 for Unit 1, Division 1 loads. Therefore,
no margin of safety is reduced.

l

i
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SE No.: 90-042
Source Document SXI-0029, Rev. O

Description of Change

The purpose of this instruction is to provide data to aid in the
elimination of the loss of the Control Room and Emergency Recirculation
Venti?ation (H25/26) System loop seal created during H25/26 System mode

<

shifts.

Summary

I. No. This instruction performs testing by operating the M25/26 System in
accordance with S01-M25/26 vith the exception that the fan which is
going off-line is maintained in operation for a predetermined time.
This vill allow the inlet to the supply plenum to continue to be
supplied by the off going fan until the on coming fan is supplying
the plenum. Since the system is operating in a recirculation path
and the supply fan controls total flow vith a vortex damper, it vill
neither supply excess pressure nor draw negative pressure beyond
present operating operating characteristics. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. This SXI does not create a failure of either of the M25/26 System
trains and allows system restoration to a safe condition quickly if
the need arises due to external occurrences. Therefore, the
possibility of creating an accident or malfunction of a different
type than any evaluated previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. Two 100% trains are provided for the control Room Ventilation System
to ensure that single failure does not effect total loss of
ventilation in the control room. As described in Item I above, the
performance of this instruction does not create a failure of either
train and allows restoration to a safe condition in the event of an
accident or malfunction created by an external event. Therefore,

no margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification vill be reduced.

:
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SE No.: 90-043
Source Document USAR CR 88-290

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes HVAC charcoal filter unit temperature detection
instrumentation which is used for fire detection. This instrumentation
does not meet the requirements of NFPA 72D vhich is referenced as the
USAR design.

Summary

I. No. This design of the HVAC charcoal filter unit temperature detection
instrumentation is different than the fire detection systems
associated with the other suppression systems. USAR
Section 9.5.1.1.3 states that a backup power supply is available for
all fire suppression and detection systems. However, the power
supply for the temperature detection system in the HVAC charcoal
filter units is povered by 120 VAC power which is not backed by
batteries or the diesel generators. Loss of pcVer to the load
centers feeding these units is alarmed in the Control Room and
compensatory measures can be taken if power is lost. Since the HVAC
duct detectors and/or room detection (USAR 9.5.1.2.7j) are on a
dif ferent power supply, detection capabilitiet s. :1d still be
available to detect a fire.

The circuits transmitting the temperature alarm signals to the
Control Room are not supervised and vill not transmit a trouble
alarm in the Control Room if the circuit is broken. Although these
alarm circuits are not supervised, there are multiple lines
transmitting information to the Control Room. Periodic testing vill

adequately ensure operability of the system. Separate fire
detection in the form of duct mounted and/or ceiling mounted smoke
detectors as described above is also available. These alarms are
supervised circuits and vill give timely notification of a fire
condition.

Vith the separation of the hazard (the charcoal) from potential
outside ignition sources, probability of a fire is decreased. The
differences in the design between the HVAC temperature detection and
NFPA guidelines do not affect the operation of the detection system,
only the reliability of the system. The detection of the fire by
the duct mounted and area detection vill prevent spread of a fire
outside the filter unit so that the charcoal vill not present an
exposure of safety related or safe shutdown equipment and circuits.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences or a
malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. This design involving the alarm circuits do not involve any accident
other than fire. The arrangement of the alarm circuits vill not
cause a fire or compromise the ability of the fire protection to

|
|
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SE No.: 90-043 (Continued)

control fire inside the filter units. Therefore, this design vill
not create the possibility of an accident or malfunction of a j

different type than described in the USAR.

III. h Only the administrative aspect of the Fire Protection Program and |
Alternate Shutdovn Capability are defined in the Technical 1

Specifications. This design has no impact on the administrative
aspects of the Fire Protection Program and does not adversely affect
Alternate Shutdown capa.bility. Therefore, the margin of safety as
defined in the bases for the Technical Specifications applicable to
fire protection vill not be affected.

|

1
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SE No.: 90-044 and 90-045
Source Document: USAR CR 89-165

Description of Change

The containment analysis for a Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) closure
transient is based upon Safety Relief Valve (SRV) operation with a
maximum operating suppression pool temperature of 134'F. This
temperature is based upon the availability of Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
in Steam Condensing Mode within 30 minutes after the HSIV closure event.
Plant operation indicates that it is not possible to align the Steam
Condensing Mode within 30 minutes. Therefore, a new analysis was
performed utilizing RHR in Suppression Pool Cooling Mode and using the
containment air temperature. This analysis also uses a revised Emergency
Service Vater (ESV) design temperature of 85'F.

Summary

I. No. Due to the unavailability of RHR in Steam Condensing Mode within
30 minutes of an MSIV closure event, the maximum operating
suppression pool temperature of 134*F vill be revised to 141.5'F.
This new temperature takes into account the revised ESV temperature
of 85'F and Service Vater (SV) temperature of 81*F. The maximum
accident containment suppression pool temperature of 185'F bounds
the maximum transient temperature of 141.5'F. Containment has been
analyzed for the higher suppression pool temperature concurrent with
the Safety Relief Valve blovdovns/ bubble loads and has been found
acceptable (Ref. Calculation 3:66, Revision 1).

l The containment analysis was revised to review thermal displacement
j due to the increased suppression pool temperatures (Ref.

Calculation 3:66, Revision 1 and 2). The conclusion of these
re-analyses was that the effeet on he containment deflections was
negligible and the final design capability of the structures, in

i general, is unaffected. The affect on the piping due to the
negligible increases in the containment vessel deflections, was also
concluded to be insignificant. The increases in suppression pool
temperature is of no consequence to pump operation. Adequate net!

positive section head (NPSH) margins remain for Emergency O'osed
Cooling System (ECCS) pumps since they are designed for 185'F design
temperature for suppression pool. Thus, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. The HSIV closure transient was previously evaluated. The only
change is the increase in the suppression pool maximum operating
temperature from 134'F to 141.5'F. The containment and dryvell
structures are shown to be adequate for this change (Ref.
Calculations 3:64 and 3:66). Furthermore, the revised temperature
is bounded by the maximum containment accident temperature of 185'F.
Thus, no other accident or malfunction of a different type than
those previously evaluated in the USAR are created by this change.

- -- - ,_ - _ _ ..
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SE No.: 90-044 and 90-045 (continued)

III. No. The change in the maximum operating supprescion pool temperature
with SRV operation is bounded by maximum containment temperature of
185'F. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the bases for
Technical Specifications vill be reduced.

..
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SE No.: 90-046
Source Document: USAR CR 89-212

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes a clarification made to the entry conditions for
high radiation levels associated with USAR Section 15.7.3, Postulated
Radioactive Releases to Liquid-Containing Tank Failures.

Summary

I. No. This USAR change request adds the word " unexpected" before the
phrase "high radiation levels" in USAR Section 15.7.3.2.c. This
vill eliminate performing the actions associated with a high
radiation alarm when the alarm is expected, e.g., during movement of
high radiation liners. In the event of an activity causes a high
radiation alarm, the actions remain the same. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This USAR change does not impact any safety margin as contained in
the Technical Specifications.

i

|
i
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SE No.: 90-049
Soure. nc;ument: DCp 89-111, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change installs four permanent ramps to replace temporary
ramps used in the plant. These ramps provide a path for moving materials
within the plant. ,

J

|Summary

,
I. No. The new ramps are incidental structural steel elemet.ts located

within nonsafety buildings. The ramps vill not affect any equipment'

that is important to the safe operation of the plant. Therefore,
the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or |

malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated :

in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The ntairs and ramps are not addressed in the Technical
Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the
bases for any Technical Specification vill be reduced.
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SE No.: 90-051
Source Document: USAR CR 90-017

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes a clarification made to USAR Section 9.2.2.3,
(Emergency Closed Cooling System) Safety Evaluation. The clarification
states that the Unit 1 Emergency Service Vater (ESV) System vill provide
back-up cooling to the fuel pool heat exchangers.

Summary

I. No. This change request is editorial in nature. The ESV System
providing back-up cooling is already described in USAR, specifically
in Section 9.2.2.6. Further, this ESV function was added to the
original FSAR in March 1985. Since this change does not describe a
change in plant design or operation, the probability of occurrence
or the consequences of an accident or malfunction previously
evaluated vill not be increased.

II. No. This change is editorial in nature. As described in Item I above
the design or operation of the plant has not been altered. Hence,
the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type
has not been created.

III. No. The Fuel Pool Cooling and Clean-up System is not described in the
Technical Specifications. The ESV System and the Emergency Closed
Cooling System are described in Specifications 3.7.1.1 and 3.7.1.2
respectively. This change does not impact those specifications.
Therefore, no margin of safety has been reduced.

i

I
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SE No.: 90-052
Source Document: DCN 3019, Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change makes an editorial change to P&ID 302-611, Nuclear
Closed Cooling System, by adding HPL numbers to various instrument root
valves.'

Summary

1. No. This drawing change is editorial in nature. It does not change the
function or operation of the Nuclear Closed Cooling System.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not
increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III.-No. This drawing change is editorial and has no impact upon the plant.
Therefore, no Technical Specification margin of safety has been
reduced.
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SE No.: 90-053,

Source Document: DCN 3017, Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change updates P&ID 911-022, Equipment and Floor Drain (P68)
System, to indicate the as-built conditions of the blev down path from
the IP54-D106 strainer blev dovn line to the P68 System.

Summary

I. No. This drawing change corrects the blow down path from IP54-D106 to
the P68 System. The change vill not alter the original function of
the P68 Sys tein. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.
,

III. No. The DCN vill not effect the function or operability of any plant'

system. There is no change to the Radioactive Effluents Technical
Specification 3/4.11. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in
the bases for any Technical Specification vill be reduced.

|

|

|
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SE No.: 90-0:4
Source Docurent DCP 89-224, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change enhances testability of Residual Heat Removel (,RHR)
1E12-F055A/B Bonnet Vent Flanges by installing a test spacer and a
specini gastet.

*

Summary

I. No. The test spacer and special gasket vere destesed to allow Local Leak
Rate Test (LLRT) (type 'B') testing to be per ormed at the flange in
the event that the flange was disconnected. Tn ra flange
connections are disconnected each refueling outage.

The test spacer meets ASME III requirements and does not change
seirmic support specifications. This change does not affect the
function or operation of the RHR System. Therefore, the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. This changc has no impact on the reliability of the RHR System.
This spacer vill not cause a malfunction that could cause a failure
of equipment or affect components that vould contribute to a
failure. Hence, failure criteria is not violated. The possibility ,

of creating an accident or malfunction of a different type than any
evaluated pte/inusly in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. This modification enhances the testability of the subject fitnge.
It also satisiles requirements of Technical Specifications 3.6.1.2
and 4.6.1.1.1.A. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the
bases of any Technical Specification vill be reduced.

.
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SE No.: 90-056
Source Document: HFI 1-90-040

Description of_ Change

This Hechanical Foreign Item analyzes injection of " Team, Inc." sealant
into Ofigas (N64) System valve IN64-F043 to stop valve seat leakage.

Summary

1. No. This MFI disables IN64-F043 vhich is a drain valve. USAR
Section 15.7.1.1 addresses N64 System failures. Disabling this

valve does not impact this analysis. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment is not increased.

II. No. Any possible mode of failure of IN64-F043 induced by this MF1 is
bounded by the analysis in USAR Section lb.7.1.1. The possibility
for an accident or malfuretion of a different type is not created.

III. No. This HFI vill not increase offsite release. Therefore, no Technical
Specification margin of safety is reduced.

,

,
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SE No.: 90-057
Sourse_nojument: DCP 85-277, Rev. 1

Description of Change

Thic design change revision has modified the work scope to only include
the removal of a temporary water line from the Circulating Vater Pump
(N71-C005) discharge line to the Service Vater (P41) side of the Turbine
Lube Oil Cooler. The removc1 of the temporary pipe, used during startup, #vill restore N71 to its original configuration except for the minor
addition of a blanked flange at a tee in the N71-C005 discharge line.

{Summary

I. No. The system analysis, USAR Section 10.4.5.3, states that the failure i
*of the Circulating Vater System vill not compromise any

safety-related systems or prevent safe shutdown. The temporary pipe
is no longer needed to support plant operations. The N71 System
operation has not been altered. Therefore, the probability of Nb

occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. The blind flange addition has been done in accordance with the N71
line specification. This flanged connection vill have no affect on
system operation. Therefore, the possibility of creating an
accident or malfunction of a different type 'tsn any evaluated
previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. Blind flange installation at a tee in N71-C005 discharge line does
not alter operation tne Circulating Vater System. Therefore, no
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification vill be reduced.

a

-
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oE No.: 90-058
Source Document USAR CR 90-020

Description of Change

This avaluation analyzes a clarification of the USAR description for the
Nuclear Closed Cooling (NCC) System and t.'urbine Building Closed
Cooling (TBCC) System. This clarificatian vould permit operational
flexibility in the selection of the combinations of pumps and heat
exchangers necessary for plant opercs ;s.

.

J

Summary

I. No. The USAR postulates a complete failure of the NCC and TBCC piping.
This failure vill not adversely affe:t equipment important to
safety. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or v 1 function of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USI.R is not increased.E

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The NCC and TBCC are nonsafety class and are not used in the bases
of any Technical Specification. Therefore, no margin of safety as
defined in the bases for any Technical specification vill be
reduced.

..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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SE No.: 90-059
Source Document: MFI 1-90-043

VLI-C41, Rev. 5, TC-1

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes throttling open IC41 F547,a normally closed
drain valve. Further, a Mechanical Foreign Item has been installed to
drain liquid away from this point.

Summary

I. No. Regulating valve IC41-F055 located in the demineralized water supply
line to the Standby Liquid Control (C41) System leaks by.
Throttling open 1C41-F547 vill drain away this demineralized vater
leakage. IC41-F547 is located vell above the C41 storage tank so no
backflov of borated solution can drain through this drain point.
Further, draining the excess demineralized water vill ensure that

the concentration of the solution vill not be altered. Therefore,
the possibility of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not i'. creased.

II. No. As described in Item I above there is no net loss of bnrated
solution nor has the concentration of boron within the solution beenI altered. Hence, the possibility of an accident or malfunction of a
different type has not been created.

III. No. This modification vill not affect the concentration or amount of
solution to be injected if the C41 System is initiated. Therefore,
no margin of safety has been reduced.

.
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SE No.: 90-060
Source Document: DCP 89-138, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change extends the Unit 1 Plant Security Perimeter boundary
to include the Unit 2 area.

Summary

I. No. This design change is an improvement to the plant security system.
It has been evaluated with respect to 10CFR50.54(p) and prior NRC
approval is not required. This installation is nonsafety and does
not involve equipment important to safe plant operation. Therefore,
the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This security system is not addressed in the Technical
Specifications. Therefore, the addition of this security perimeter
vill not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
Technical faecifications.

4
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SE No.: 90-061
Source Document: DCP 87-791, Rev. 0

.

Description of Change

This design change replaces the existing relief valves on the Division 1
and 2 Emergency Diesel Generator Starting Air Receiver Tanks with safety
relief valves.

Summary

I. No. The replacement safety relief valve design is equivalent to the
existing design with respect to the design / construction code and
quality requirements. The new valve design conforms to the ASME
Code Section III requirement for safety relief valves, and as a
result vill reset within 20% of the relief setpoint. This design
feature vill ensure that enough air vill remain in each tank to
start the associated Emergency Diesel Generator five times, even
after an over pressure event requiring valve blovdown. Overall, the
design and construction codes, and qualification requirements of the
replacement valves meet the original design requirements.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. This design change st rHed the original design requirements of the
Emergency Diesel Gent :or Further, this change has no advarse
effect on the overall aility of the onsite power supply.
Therefore, the possibit. f of creating an accident or malfunction of
a different type than any evaluated previously is the USAR does not
exist.

III. No. The margin of safety as defined in the bases to Technical
Specification Section 3/4-8 refers to the reliability of the onsite
power supply. This change does not adversely affect the reliabflity
of the onsite power supply. Hence, this change does not reduce the
margin of safety as described in the Technical Specifications.

|

|
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SE No.. 90-062
Source Document: Condition Report 90-055

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes operation of the Mixed-Bed Demineralizor and
Distribution (P22) System as contaminated. This is required by PAP-0201,
" Conduct of Operations," and I.E. bulletin 80-10.

Summary

I. No. The P22 System inside the containment was identified to have been
contaminated by the Post Accident Sampling System through a flush
connection. The highest cor. centration of radionuclides has been
identified and all are belov the 10 CFR 20 maximum permissible
concentrations. Routine releases from the P22 piping to the
environment are not possible since the piping in question is located
within the containment. If P22 piping outside of containment vould
rupture, containment isolation check valve IP22-F577 vould limit
flow. Further, operation of the P22 System as contaminated does not
alter the function of any system that it serves. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. Operation of the P22 System as contaminased has been described in
Item I above. The contamination was due to reactor water. The
source has been isolated. Further, the loss of reactor water is
bounded by the analyses contained in USAR Section 15.6. Therefore,

the possibility of creating an accident or malfunction of equipment
not previously evaluated has not increased.

III. No. The P22 System is not described within the Technical Specifications.
Therefore, no margins of safety have been reduced.
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SE No.: 90-063
Source Document: HFI 1-90-050

|

Description of Change 1

This Hechanical Foreign Item analyzes installation of a zebra mussel
pressure test vessel in the Fire Protection (P54) System. The assembly
vill be located in the Emergency Service Vater (ESV) Pumphouse.

Summary ;

I. No. This MFI be installed in the P54 System upstream of check valve
P54-F802, which separates the jockey pump and mainteosnce tank
from the rems.inder of the P54 System. The HFI will not alter the
function or operation of the P54 System. Failure of the HFI vill
not result in flooding or water spray conditions that would
adversely impact any components within the ESV pumphouse.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not
increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The only aspects of the Fire Protection Program addressed in the
Technical Specifications is alternate shutdown capability. This MFI
cannot affect this margin of safety.

;

I
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SE No.: 90-064
Source Document: DCP 88-377, Rev. O

Descrip 'or of Change

Thio design change replaces the Steam Bypass Pressu'e Transducers
1C85-N001 A/B and associated electronics with Rosemount pressure
transmitters and electronics board.

*

Summan

I. No. This design change vill not affect tle Steam Bypass and Pressure
Control System's ability to perfo .a its required function. Further,

the transmitter has no safety 'anction. Therefore, the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The transmitters are not a part of Technical Specifications.
Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
Technical Specifications vill be reduced.

- __ _
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SE No.: 90-065
Source Document: DCN 3035, Rev. O

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes revisions to P&ID 300-764, containment and
Dryvell Isolation. Revisions include adding a bonnet bleed off line to
1E12-F055 A/B and corrects valve orientation for check valves 1E12-F103A
and F104A.

Summary

I. No. The drawing change depicts the plant as-designed. System
design / function is not changed because of this. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident er
malfunction of equipment important to safety is not increased.

II. No. Revision of this drawing vill not change plant conditions.
Therefore, the possibility of an accident or malfunction of a
different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR does not
exist.

III. No. This DCN vill not affect the operability of any system described in
the Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety as
defined in the bases for any Technical Specification vill be
reduced.

|

|
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SE No.: 90-066
Source Document: DCP 89-032, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change replaces the existing dissolved oxygen analyzers in
the Reactor Plant Sampling Panel (G33-2020) with Orbisphere brand oxygen
analyzers to improve sample analysis performance.

Summary

I. No. This system upgrade meets all sampling requirements. Further,

failure of the Reactor Plant Sampling System vill not compromise any
safety-related systems or prevent safe shutdown. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. This modification uses the same design and installation parameters
as the original design. Therefore, the possibility of creating an
accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. The sampling system is not defined for dissolved oxygen sampling in
Technical Specifications 3/4.3 and 3/4.4. Therefore, no margin of
safety as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification vill
be reduced.

.-
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SE No.: 90-067
Source Document: DCN 3037, Rev. O

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes revisions to P6ID 302-242, Service Air.

Summary

I. No. This drawing change is editorial only. It cortects the drawing's

continuation reference marks. It does not alter the design or

function of the Service Air System in any way. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the equipment important to safety
previously evaluation in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This drawing change does not alter any information contained within
the Technical Specifications. The chenge also does not alter the
function of the Service Air System. Therefore, no margin of safety
as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification vill be
reduced.

o
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SE No.: 90-068
Source Dotament: USAR CR 90-027

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the change in the number of settlement
monitoring points located in the Diesel Generator Building, the Unit 1
offgas Building, and the Unit 2 Offgas Building.

Summary

I. No. An evaluation of the Garrett and Associates settlement monitoring
data from 1980 to 1985 indicated minimum building settlement or
rebound. Further, the data indicated excellent stability of the
supporting subsoil and is well within the bounds of the predicted
settlement and rebound. Vith such minimum movement, the reduction
in number of settlement points vill not decrease awareness of
settlement. Therefore, the possibility of occurrence or
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment previously
evaluated is not increased.

II. No. The number of building settlement points does not affect the design
function of the structures being monitored. Hence, the possibility
of an accident or malfunction of a different type than evaluated is
not created.

III. No. The administrative abandonment of building settlement points does
not affect the design f:nction of the structures being monitored.
Therefore, no margin of safety is affected.

;
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SE No.: 90-069
Source Document: EMARP-0006, Rev. 1

Descriptior. :,f Change

This evaluation analyzes the reduction in number of set lement monitoring
points in the Diesel Generator and Offgas Buildings. The change reduces
the original number of 7 points in the Diesel Generator Building,
4 points in the Unit 1 Offgas Build 4ng, and 3 points in the Unit 2 Offgas
Building to only one point in each building.

Summary

I. No. Analysis of settlement monitoring data from June, 1980 through
October, 1985 by Garrett and Associates, Inc. indicated minimal
building settlement or rebound. The Unit 1 and 2 offgas Buildings
had an average total settlement of 1/32 inch. The Diesel Generator
Building had an average total settlement of 3/16 inch. This data
clearly indicates excellent stability ' the supporting subsoil and,

is well within the envelope of predicted settlement and rebound for
each structure as determined by geotechnical engineering consultant,
Voodward Clyde, who established the design parameters for all major
plant foundations. With such little movement differential, the
reduction in the number of .ettlement monitoring points vill not
decrease site avareness of the degree of building settlement / rebound
and, therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.-

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The administrative abandonment of settlement monitoring points does
not affect the design function of the structures being monitored
and, therefore cannot affect any Technical Specification margin of
safety.

!
1
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SE No.: 90-070
Source Documentt USAR CR 89-032

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes corrections to USAR Section 6.2.4.2.2.2.C.3 and
Table 6.2-40. This correction clarifies that only 1E51-F0077 and
1E51-F0068 are considered containment isolation valves.

Summary

I. No. This change is editorial in nature. The USAR is misleading in its
description of the isolation valves located outside of containment
for penetration P115/P111. The actual valves which are being used
for containment isolation have not been changed. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the censequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. This change is editorial in nature, llence , the possibility of an
accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR is not created.

III. No. This char.ge to the USAR is consistent with the listing of
containment isolation valves in Table 3.6.4-1 of Technical
Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the
bases for any Technical Specification vill be reduced.
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SE No.: 90-071
Source Document: DCP 88-300, Rev. O

Descr ption of Change

This change installs permanent temperature monitoring equipment to

measure Energy Service Vater System (P45-ESV) inlet temperature in the
Auxiliary and Diesel Generator Building before it reaches any heat
exchanges. (Mechanical Evaluation)

Summary

See Safety Evaluation: 90-038
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SE No.: 90-072
Source Document: USAR CR 90-033

SOI-P45/49, Rev. O, TC-9

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the operation of the Emergency Service
Vater (ESV-P45) System without the use of the Emergency Service Vater
Screen Vash (P49) System.

Summary

I. No. Experience with the operation of ESV pumps prior to initial fuel
load and during the first two year of commercial operation concur
that it is highly unlikely that any significant amount of debris
vill enter the ESV Pumphouse and clog the screens.

If the screens were to become clogged. they could be rotated to a
new position which would expose elenn screens without the need for
the screen vash system. Tnis vould also make the clogged screens
accessible for manual cleaning if long term emergency cooling
capabilities were required. Sufficient time is available to perform

these manual actions as documented in USAR Appendix 9.A.7.
'iherefore, the operation of the ESV System is not adversely affected
by the inoperability of the ESV Screen Wash System. Hence, the

probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. As stated in Item I, the ESV System can still operate at its full
capacity or design bases if the P49 System is inoperable.
Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
Technical Specification vill be reduced.

,
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SE No: 90-073
Source Document: DCP 88-347, Rev. O

Description of Change:

This design change installs Drexelbrook level instrumentation in the
Offgas Dryer Chillers (IN64-B5027 A/B) Loop Seals. This vill provide the
means of detecting abnormal levels within the chillers loop seals.

Summary

I. No. This design change installs level instrumentation in the Offgas
Dryer Chillers (IN64-B5027 A/B) loop seals. This vill provide
warning against loop seal failure. Isolation logic has been added
to isolate the loop seals from the main process stream to minimize
radioactive releases if the loop seals should fail. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. This change does not alter the overall operation of the Offgas
System. Further, no other systems or equipment are affected by this
change. Therefore, the possibility of creating an accident or
malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
USAR does not exist.

III. No. The Technical Specifications do not address Offgas loop seal level
instrumentation. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the
bases for any Technical Specification vill be reduced.
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SE No.: 90-074
Source Documents PAP-1917, Rev. 3

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes changes made to PAP-1917, " Fire Protection
Training Program." The changes include correcting the administrative
level of refresher training for brigade members; deletion of personnel
training records; added the requirement for the First Responder
Operations Level Hazardous Materials training; and eliminated a one month
grace period for completion of the requalification training.

Summary

I. No. All changes made vere found to be consistent with the fire
protection requirements of the UPAR. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. All changes made were found to be consistent with the fire
protection requirements of the USAR. Therefore, the possibility of
creating an accident or nalfunction of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. This procedure changes are consistent with the Fire Protection
Program as described in Technical Specifications section 6.5.1.6,
6.5.2.8 and 6.8.1. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the
bases for any Technical Specification vill be reduced.

.
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SE No.: 90-075
Source Document: DCP 89-230 Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change extends a Potable Water (P71) line to the onsite
vehicle garage in the south yard area.

Summary

I. No. The P71 System is nonsafety-related. No interconnections exist
between the P71 System and any process containing radioactive or
potentially radioactive liquide. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. This modification does not alter the basic function of the
-P71 System. Therefore, the possibility of creating an accident or
malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
USAR does not exist.

III. No. The P71 System does not affect the bases of any Techticala

Specification. Therefore, no margin of safety vill be reduced.e

,
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SE No. 90-076
Source Document: USAR CR 90-036

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes changes to USAR Figures 13.1-1 and 13.1-2 which
reflect the new Centerior Management Structure.

Summary

I. No. This change does not alter the onsite PNPP management organization.
It is consistent with Technical Specification Section 6.2.1.a.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This change is consistent with the organization description stated
in Technical Specification Section 6.2.1.a. Therefore, no margin of
safety as defined in the bases for Technical Specifications vill be
reduced.

;
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SE No.: 90-077, 90-078
Source Document: NR 90-S-041, Rev. O

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the Non-Conformance Report of the Use-As-Is
disposition of non-qualified temperature switches being installed in the
Control Complex Chilled Vater (P47) System. The temperature switches are
part of the P47 chillers' lube oil keep-varm heater circuits (Mechanical
and I&C Evaluation).

Summary

I. No. The interim use of a nonsafety grade temperature switch vill not
adversely affect the function of the P47 System. The chiller
manufacturer, Carrier Corporation, has documented that the internals
of both the safety and nonsafety grade switches are essentially
identical. The only major difference between the svitches is that
the safety grade switch has an integral junction box which can
provide a NEMA 4 vatertight enclosure. This is not required at
Perry.

The heater temperature switch is used as an input to automatically
start the stand-by chiller. Fai]ure of the switch vill not auto
start the stand-by chiller nor vi.1 not prevent a manual start.
Administratively the lube oil temperature vill be monitored to start
the stand-by chiller if required. Calculations indicate that the
loss of P47 cooling vill result in the control room exceeding the
maximum temperature in 3.3 hours. The stand-by chiller can be
operational in .5 hours. Additionally, switch failure vill not
degrade or take out of service its associated Divisional 120 VAC
bus.

Based upon the above, the reliability and the function of the
P47 System has been maintained. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. The reliability and redundancy of the P47 System has not been
altered. The use of a nonsafety temperature uvitch, as described in
Item I above, vill not create the possibility of an accident or
malfunction not previously evaluated.

III. No. The P47 System is not directly addressed in the Technical
Specifications. However, Technical Specifications does require
control room air temperature to be less than 90"F. As described in
Items I above, the function of the P47 System has not been altered.
Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in Technical
Specifications has not been reduced.

l
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SE No.: 90-079
Source Document: HFI 1-90-064

;Description of Change

This Hechanical Foreign Item analyzes installation of a temporary
connection to the Mix and Hold Tank Sample Cooler, IN24-J001, to support
cooling condensate filter samples. This is required to support the ,

'

system performance evaluation of the Condensate Filter (N23) System.

Summary

I. No. This MFI does not affect any Condensate Filter System or Condensate
Demineralizer System operation or equipment other than the sample
station. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of any accident or malte*ction of equipment previously
evaluated is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. As stated in Item I, the HFI only affects the operation of the
sample _ station. Therefore, no margins of safety as described in the
Technical Specifications are reduced.
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SE No.: 90-080
Source Document: HFI 1-90-065

Description of Change

This Hechanical Foreign Item analyzes disconnecHng the f ailed " Normal"
Level Transmitter, IN25-N422B, output and connet(s the " Alternate" Level
Transmitter, 1N25-N432B, output to the * Normal" Level Controller,
IN25-R420B, of the Moisture Separator Reheater 2B, Second Stage Drain
Tank. This vill establish normal drain path control.

Summary

I. No. This MFI does not alter the normal drain control nor does it defeat
or override existing isolation or alarm functions. The affected
equipment is nonsafety. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or
the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. The accident analyses of USAR Chapter 15 are not affected by this
MFI. Therefore, there is no possibility for a different accident or
malfunction from the one previously evaluated in the USAR does not
exist.

III. No. This MFI does not change any margin of safety as defined in the
bases for ariy Technical Specification.

i

I

|

|
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SE No.: 90-081-
Source Document: PAP-1913, Rev. 3

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes changes made to PAP-1913, " Control of Transient
Combustibles." The major changes include deletion of designated storage
areas and the use of heavy timbers.

Summary

I. No. The c. ages to PAP-1913 are administrative in nature. Storage area

designation is not within the scope of the Fire Protection Program.
However, administrative control of such areas is governed by
PAP-0204, " Housekeeping / Cleanliness Control Program." Heavy timbers
per the NFPA Handbook are inherently fire retardent. Controls are
placed on timber use as described in PAP-1912, " Burn Permits and
Ignition Sources," and PAP-1920, " Periodic Fire Inspection." Due to
th6 administrative controls and their fire retardency heavy timber
use is acceptable. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment previously
evaluated is not increased.

II. No. PAP-1913 does not directly affect the plant systems. It only

provides part of the plant's Administrative Firc Protection Program.
Hence, the possibility of an accident or malfunction of a different
type is not created.

III. No. These procedure changes are consistent with the Fire Protection
Program as described in Technical Specifications Sections 6.5.1.6,
6.5.2.8, and 6.8.1. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in
the bases for Technical Specifications is reduced.

|
|
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SE No.: 90-082
Source Document: USAR CR 90-036

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes changes made to USAR Section 13.1 and 13.3 and
USAR Figures 13.1-1 and 13.1-2 which reflect the new Centerior Management
Structure.

Summary

See Safety Evaluation 90-076.

I
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SE No.: 90-083
Source Document: DCP 89-029, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change replaces obsolete Offgas System temperature recorders
1N64-R602 and 1N64-R613 and associated electronics with "Date Loggers."

Summary-

I. No. -This design change involves nonsafety components. The replacement
of the recorders and electronics does not alter the function of the
Offgas System. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the

'

consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. Technical Specifications do not address the subject recorders.
Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
Technical Specification vill be reduced,

i

(
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SE No.: 90-084
Source Documentt NR: 90-S-052, Rev. O

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the Non-Conformance Report for the use of
non-conforming coupling gaskets in the Standby Diesel Generator Jacket
Vater piping.

Summary

I. No. This NR report was initiated based on the potential that the
nonconforming gaskets were installed in the Division 1 and 2
Emergency Diesel Generator's (EDG) Jacket Vater System. The EDG
designer, Enterprise, has determined that it is feasible to obtain
an adequate seal of jacket water at 30 psig using this nonconforming
coupling gasket. The EDG's and their associated jacket water
systems have been demonstrated to be operable by surveillance
testing for the last 12 months with no leakage evident from the
garkets. Hence, the reliability and availability of EDG's and their
associated jacket vater system has not been compromised by this
nonconforming condition. Therefore, the probability of occurrence
or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not
increased.

II. No. The design and function, of the EDG Jacket Vater System remains
unchanged. The nonconforming gasket design is fundamentally similar

! to the original gasket design. As described in Item I above an
|

adequate seal can be obtained using the non-conformaning gasket.
|

Therefore, the possibility of creating an accident or malfunction of
! a different type than any evaluated previously in the USAR does not

exist.

III. No. This NR does not adversely affect the reliability of the onsite
power supply. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the
bases of Technical Specification Section 3/4-8 vill not be reduced. '

._
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SE No.: 90-085
Source Document: DCN 3105, Rev. O

Description of Change

This draving change makes an editorial change to P&ID 302-641, Residual
Heat Removal System, to correct an MPL number.

-
Summary

I. No. This drawing change is editorial in natur< It only corrects an
error in a valve MP .tumber (1E12-F608). h ere is no change to the
plant. Therefore, 3 probability of occurrence or the consequences
of an accident or mciiunction in not increased.

II. No. This change is editorial. It has ne impact upon the plant, fTherefore, there is no possibility for creating a different accident
or malfunction from tLose previously evaluated in the llSAR.

III. No. This DCN vill not affect the operabilli! or the availability of any
system described in the Technical Specit: cations. Therefore, no
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical

3 Specification is reduced.

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . _ . _ - _ - - _ . _ - _ _ - _ . _ - . - _ - - - - . - - . - - - -
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SE No.: 90-086 .

Source Document: USAR CR 90-037

Description of Chang
organizationalThis evaluation ana'. changes to the USAR vhich re: <-

changes from the - r .e level through the section h 1.

Sumnary

I. No. This change does not siter the effectiveness of the PNPP Hanagenent
structure and dees not change the functions described in the USAR.
It is consistent with Technical Specification Section 6.2.1.a.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increaFed.

11. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This change is consistent with the organization description stated
in Technical Specifications Section 6.2.1.a. Therefore, no mr.rgin,

of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification
vill be reduced.

S

s
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SE No.: 90-087
Source Document: Dcv 88-322, Rev. O

Description of Change:
'

''his design change removes valve IN24-F105 on the Condensate-

rrmineralizer (N24) Regeneration Mix and Hold Tank and replaces the valve
with a blind flange. This DCP also removes the IN24-F530 check valve and
replaces it with a positive sealing check valve.'

Summary

I. No. The purpose of this change is to ,revent potential radioactive
Condensate (P11) vater f rom entering the Service Air (PSI) System.
The change does not alter the function of the N24 System. The
systems affected by this change are not required to perform during
the safe shutdovn of the plant. The reliability of the operr. tion of
these nonsafety systems vill improve with this change. Therefore,
the probability of occurrence or the consequences cf an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The regeneration of the condensate Domineralizers is not addressed
in Technical Specifications Thtrefore, no margin of safety as
defined in the bases for an, fechnical Specification vill be
reduced.

<

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ .



SE No.: 90-088
Source Document DCP 90-033, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change modifies the Emergency Service Vater (ESV) Keep Fill
System. The carbon steel keep fill piping is being replaced with larger
diameter, stainless steel piping.

Summary

I. No. This modification to the ESV keep fill piping vill improve the
overall reliability of the ESV System. The use of stainless steel
vill minimize corrosion. The larger diameter piping vill ensure
that the ESV System is kept " full" vithout relying on the operation
of the ESV pumps. The design, fabrication and installation of the
modification either meets or exceeds ASME codes, line specifica-
tions, ANSI B31.1 and USAR Sections: 3.2.1, 3.2.3, 3.2.3.3, 3.6.1,
3.6.2, and 9.2.1. Further, during the installation of the

4modification, a failure of the installation equipment could cause a
leak in the Service Vater System. However, this failure is bounded
by the analysis described in USAR Sections: 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 and
calculations JL-61/61A, 4:01.6 and JL-60. Therefore, the
probaoility of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. As described in Item I above, the function of the ESW System has not
been altered. Therefore, no margin of safety as described within
the bases of Technical Specifications is reduced.

.

%
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SE No.: 90-089
Source Document: HFI l-90-075

Description of Change

This mechanical foreign item evaluates installation of three rebra mussel
monitoring boxes in the Service Vater (P41) System.

Summary

I. No. The only credible accident associated with this NFI is a box leak or
a supply / discharge piping break. All box piping is 1-inch or less.
USAR Section 3.6.2.1.6a states that breaks in pipe 1-inch and less
are so small that ficoding analyses are not required. Further, USAR
Section 3.4.1.2d states that small leaks vill be handled by the
plant floor drains. The flov being diverted through the boxes vill
not adversely effect the function of the F41 System. Therefore, the
probability of cecurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. As described in item I above, this MFt. does not adversely affect the .

design of the P41 System. Further, any leaking is bounded by
previous flooding analyses, llence, the creation of a different
accident or malfunction than previously evaluated is not possible.

III. No. The P41 System is nonsafety-related. Further, the system is not
described in the Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin of
safety has been reduced.

<

.
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SE No.: 90-090
Source Document DCP 87-002, Rev. 2

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes a revision to Design Change 87-002. The
revision drills holes in the Dryvell Floor Drain Sump Veir Box to permit
drainage of the veir box.

Summary

I. No. This design change vill ailov vater coming from the undervessel
drain line to drain directly into the Dryvell Floor Drain Sump via
the holes in the bottom of the Dryvell Floor Drain Sump Veir Box.

| This vill prevent standing water from causing galvanic corrosion of
the drain piping. This change vill not effect the Leak
Detection (E31) System since leakage is determined by the amount of
water pumped from the sump. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or the malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The sump pump operation and leak detection features of the sump pump'

are not affected by this change. Therefore, no margin of safety as
defined in the bases for any Technical Specification is reduced,

i
,

|

1
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SE No.: 90-091
Source Document: NR: 90-5-060, Rev. O

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the Non-Conformance Report Use-As-Is/ Repair
disposition of unqualified containment airlock door inflatable seals.

Summary

I. No. Two parameters involved with the current qualification are in
question. They are

Inflation pressure, PHPP uses 90-125 psi -vs- Qualification toa.
90 psi.

b. Cycle life, PNPP specified no cycle limit -vs- Qualification to
6,000 cycles.

These two parameters are inter-related with respect to fatigue.

Manufacturer testing with unaged seals indicates seals can be cycled
up to 140,000 times without fatigue. Further, taking into
consideration thermal and radiation aging, minimal chan2es to the
seals occur. Seal life vill be limited to 30,000 cycles or an

estimated 5 year service life.

Given a seal inflation pressure of 125 psi with dryvell and
containment temperatures reaching their design values, calculations
indicate that seal pressure vill reach 178.5 psi. This is well
below the seal burst pressure of 240 psi.

In addition, between seal leakage is constantly monitored and
alarmed in the control room.

Therefore, this NR does not increase the probability of occurrence
or consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment as
previously evaluated in the USAR.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. Seal leakage limits and inflation sources are affected by this NR
disposition. The estimated pressure increase and cycle life are
conservative conclusions and provide adequate margins of safety
which vill ensure containment integrity under all plant design
conditions,

+ - --- _ - _ - _--_-_. _
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SE No.t 90-092
Source Document: S01-R55, key. 1, TC-3

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the temporary change to the Plant Telephone
(R55) System operating instruction which permits operation of the system
with the battery isolated for maintenance.

Summary

I. No. This change has no adverse effect upon the Plant Telephone System.
DC pover is maintained by two battery chargers each of which is
capable of supplying the full system load. Further, each charger

receives power from a Emergency Diesel Generator backed supply bus.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. Tree Plant Telephonc System is not described in the Technical
Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety as described in
Technical Specifications is reduced.

Ia

i

.

I

|
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SE No 90-093
Source Document: DCN 3134, Rev. O

Description of change

This dtaving change makes editorial change to P& ids 302-611, 302-613
and 352-613 to reflect proper operating flov data on the Nuclear Closed
Cooling (P43) System.

Summary

I. No. This DCN simply corrects the operating points / flags which define
design flov to various components served by P43. The P43 P& ids are
being revised to show the correct design flows. No physical changes
are being made to any existing flow rates entering / exiting
equipment. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. Technical Specifications remain unaffected by this editorial DCN
since it is only correcting the incorrect flov information found on
the P43 P& ids. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the
bases for any Technical Specification vill be reduced.

..
- - _ _ - _ _ - _ - _
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SE No. 90-094 i
l

Source Document: DCN 2864, Rev. O
l

,

Description of Change j

i
)

This draving change alters the configuration of the Hain Steam Isolation
Valve (MSIV) Leakage Control (E32) System Outboard MSIV Bleed valves

iIE32-F006 and F007 to show globe valves instead of gate valves,

Summary

I. No. The present system configuration consisting of globe valves instead
of gate valves for F006 and F007 has been successfully tested for
performance throughout plant startup and operation. Each of the
valves affected by this drawing change vill still meet the same D1-2 <

pipe line specification design requirements for this portion of the
E32 System. The F006 and F007 outboard HSIV bleed valves vill still
provide the same isolation and bleed off functions. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. As described in Item I above, the function of F006 and F007 has not
been altered. Therefore, this drawing change vill not have any
affect upon the margin of safety defined in the bases for Technical
Specification 3/4.6.1.4 for doses associated with HSIV leakage.

|
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SE No: 90-095
Source Documents PAP-0101, Rev. 5

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes changes made to PAP-0101, " Perry Organization".
The change includes the dissolution of the Cost and Program Section, thei

Procurement and Records Management Section, and the Documents and Service
Section; organization of the newly formed Perry Services Section
re-organization and naming of the Emergency Planning and Cost Sections
and transferring the Occupational Safety and Health Administration safety
function to the Site Protection Section.

Summary

I. No. The organizational changes affect only administrative or safety
functions. There are no ANSI N18.1 personnel requirements for
these functions. All requirements of the quality program vill be
maintained. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of e.n accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety-previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This organizational change is in compliance with Section 6 of the
Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined
in the bases for any Technical Specification vill be reduced.

;
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SE No. 90-096
Source Document DCN 3114, Rev. O

Description of Change

This draving change adds auguented interface flags at each Emergency
Service Vater (P45) and fire Protection (P54) Isolation Valve on
P&ID 302-792.

Summary

I. No. The systems af f ected by this dravir.g change is either Augmented
Quality (P54) or has safety-related functions (P45). Clarification
of the class break on this draving vill not compromise any
safety-related system or component nor vill it prevent safe reactor
shutdown. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. This change has no effect upon any safety-related components /
equipment. It only clarifies the existing plant design. IIence, the
possibility of creating an accident or malfunction of a different
type than any evaluated previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. This drawing change does not alter any information in the Technical
Specifications. Therefore, the overall margin of safety as defined
in the bases for any Technical Specification is not reduced.

i

,
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SE No.: 90-097
Source Document DCN 3116, Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change makes an editorial change to P&ID 302-621, Emergency
closed Cooling System, to reflect the correct panel location for flov
alarm 1P42-N044B

Summary

I . 1:o. This drawing change is editorial in nature. Thc change has no
effect upon any plant component / equipment. The operation of the
Emergency Closed Cooling System has not been altered. Therefore,
the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

!

II. No. This change is editorial and as described in Item I above it has no
impact on any plant system. llence, the possibility for an accident
or malfunction of a different type than previously evaluated has to
been created.

III. No. This drawing change does not alter any information contained in the
Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety as
described in the Technical Specifications is reduced. >

,

I
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SE No.t 90-098, 90-099, 90-100, 90-102, 90-123
Source Document: TXI-0102, Rev. O

TX1-0102, Rev. O, TC-3

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes TXI-0102, " Zebra Mussel Treatment." A biocide,
Clam-Trol, is injected into systems using lake water in oroc- to
eliminate the mussels.

Summary

I. No. The blocide is injected into the Emetgency Service Vater (ESV-P45)
System, the Service Vater (SV-P41) System, the Circulating Vater
(CV-N71) System, and the Fire Protection (FP-P54) System to
eliminate mussel populations.

Emergency Service Vater System

The injection of the blocide vill not altet the function of the
P45 System. If dead mussels begin to clog ti.o ESV traveling
screens, the injection could be terminated and the sluice gates
vould be opened to maintain the supply of the vater. Dead mur,sels
are not expected to clog heat exchanger tubes since there has been
no signs of mussels in any piping system / component.

Service Vater System

The injection of the biocide vill not alter the operation of the
P41 System. P41 is non-safety and is not required for the safe
shutdown af the plant.

Circulation Vater System

The injection of Clam-Trol vill not affect the N71 System. The
N71 System is non-safety and is not required for safe shutdown. The
vorst malfunction of N71 vould lead to a loss of condenser vacuum.
Failure of the N71 System caused by dead mussels vill not alter the
loss of vacuum analysis.

,

'

Fire Protection System

Clam-Trol vill not affect this extinguishing capabilities of the
fire water.

If either the motor or diesel fire pumps, or both, become inoperable
due to blockage from mussel shtlls or lov ESV suction basin Vater
level, thea the construction fire pump and/or refilling the ESV
suction basin using an alternate source (see ESV System description
above) can be used to ensure the availability of fire vater.

I
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SE No.: 90-098, 90-099, 90-100, 90-102, 90-123 (Continued)
s

Therefore, with the above analyses, the probability of occurrence' or
the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not
increased.

II. No. Both the probability of the ESV traveling screens becoming clogged
.

and the ef fects of a loss of condenser event have been analyzed.
Clam-Trol injection does not introduce any new malfunctions.'

Therefore, the possibility of an accident or malfunction of a
different type than previously evaluated in the USAR is not created.!

III. No. The Circulation Vater System and the Service Vater System are not
described in the Technical Specifications. As stated in Item I
above, the injection of Clam-Trol vill not alter the function or
operation of the Emergency Service Vater System as described in
Technical Specifications. The alternate shutdown capability of the
Fire Protte. tion System as described in Technical Specifications has
not been alt. red. Overall, no margin of safety as described in
Technical Fpecifications is reduced.

.

i
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SE No.: 90-101
Source Document: USAR CR 89-203

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes consolidation of FSAR Question and Responses
(0 and R) 430.106, 430.107, and 430.108 in the USAR. The 0 and R's deal
with the Standby Diesel Generator Control System.

Summary

I. No. The consolidation of the 0 and R's in the USAR is considered
editorial. The change does not alter this design or function of the
Standby Diesel Generators. Therefore, the probability of occur 2nce
or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. As described in Item I above, the design or function of the Diesel
Generators has not been altered. Further, since no new components
have been added no new modes of failure have been intr >duced. There
is no possibility of creating an accident or malfunction of a
different type from those previously evaluated.

III. No. This change is editorial in nature. It does not af fect Technical
Specification 3/4.8 which deals with the onsite power supply.
!!ence, this change does not reduce the margin of safety as described
in the Technical Specifications.

,

- _.
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SE No.: 90-103
Source Document: S01-C11 (CRDH), Rev. 10, TC-5

Descrip, tion of Change

This evaluation analyzes the temporary change to the Control Rod Drive
Hydraulic (C11-CRDH) System Operating Instruction which allows operation
of the Control Rod Drive Hydraulic (CRDH) Pump A/B vith its minimum flov
valve closed.

Summary

I. No. This change allows operation of a vorn CRDH Pump with its minimum
flov valve closed which vill allow the pump to develop a normal
discharge head. As such, a vorn pump is already past its useful
life and any further damage is inconsequential. Each CRDH Pump is
equipped with a separate minimum flov valve. Isolating the minimum
flov line for one pump has no effect on the other pump's minimum
flow capability. A standby CRDH Pump is available in case of
failure of the running pump. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. CRDH Pumps are nonsafety-related, and the failure of one is already
evaluated in the USAR. Therefore, the possibility of creating an
accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. CRDH Pumps are not covered by Technical Specifications. Therefore,
no margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification vill be reduced.

l

.
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SE No.: 90-104
Source Document DCN 2955, Rev. O

Description of_ Change

This draving change revises P61D 206-051, Class 1E DC System, by removing
a load as described in Design Change Package 87-0123.

Summary

I. No. Design Cnange Package 87-0123 removed a load from safety related
battery ED-1-B. The load removal increased the margin of load vs.
capacity of the system and improved the reliability of the system by
reducing the number of circuits which could malfunction. The
drawing change only reflects this as-built condition. Therefore,
the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. This drawing change only updates design documents as ststed in
Item I_above. It does not describe any other change to this plant
DC Electrical System. Hence, the possibility for an accident or
es1 function of a different type than previously evaluated has not

.,

-been created.

III. No. This drawing change is consistent with Technical
Speci fication 4.8.2.1.d. Therefore, no inargin of safety as
described in Technical Specifications is reduced.

. . - - . - - .- - ,_. - ._. _ , _ . . .- _- - -. _ .. . - . - .-
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SE No.: 90-105
Source Document FTI-D06, Rev. 1, TC-7

FTI-D09 Rev. 3, TC-5

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes changes made to FTI-D06, " Preparation of Fuel
Movement Checklist." Specifically, core shuffic guidelines with respect
to shutdown margin during refueling vere added to the procedure.

Summary

I. No. The 1% dK/K design margin of cold shutdown as described in USAR
Section 4.3.2.6 is maintained with the strongest rod withdrawn.
Hence, this probability of occurrences or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment is not increased.

II. No. The change does not alter the normal refueling process. Therefore,
creating an accident or a malfunction of a dif ferent type than

|

previously evaluated is not possible.

III. No. The .38% dK/K shutdown margin described in Technical Specifications
is maintained. Therefore, no margin of safety is reduced.

.
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SE No.: 90-106
Source Document: DCP 89-117, Rev. 0

1

Description of Change

This design change modifies the control complex chiller LOOP /LOCA
initiation circuitry by adding a time delay relay. The delay in starting
the chiller permits the proper functioning of the chillers' cooling vater
supply valves.

Summary

I. No. The Control Complex Chill Vater (P47) System consists of two
redundant cooling loops, each loop being supplied by a chiller.
This design change installs a time delay relay in the chiller's
LOOP /LOCA initiation circuitry. Failure of the relay vould not
prevent manual chiller operation nor vould it affect the operation
of the redundant chiller. The delay would not adversely effect
control room temperature. Therefore, the probability of ocettrrence
or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

11. No. Single failure of one of the Control Complex cooling traint has
already been evaluated. This analysis bounds this modification.
Hence, the possibility of creating an accident or malfunction of a
different type than previously evaluated does not exist.

III. No. This design change is consistent with Technical
Specification 3/4.7.2. Therefore, no margin of safety is reduced.
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SE No.: 90-108
Source Document: SXI-045, Rev. O

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes SXI-045, " Fuel Defect Localization." The
instruction establishes a sequence of rod motion when in coordination
with obtaining Offgas activity data vill localize fuel element defects.

Summary

I. No. The purpose of this test is to localize potentially defective fuel
rods. Normal control rod motion is used. All rod motion, and MCPR
and linear power ef fects are bounded by the rod withdraval error
analysis. Core flow changes vill not be performed during this test,
hence thermal limits vill be bounded by normal operating limits..

Though this test has the potential to vorsen a fuel defect, the
ef fect vould be no worse than that caused by routine evolutions such
as power maneuvers or control rod scram timing. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment previously evaluated in the USAR is not
increased.

II. No. Normal rod motion is used and no relief from normal rod motion
constraints is required. Hence, the possibility of creating an
accident or malfunction of a different type than previously
evaluated does not exist.

III. No. Three sections of the Technical Specifications could be impacted by
this test - reactivity, power distribution, and test exceptions. As
described in Items I and II above normal rod motion is used, thermal
nargins are not adversely af fected, and no rod sequence constraints
are suspended. Therefore, no margins of safety have been reduced.

!

|
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SE No.: 90-109
Source Document: DCN 2973, Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change corrects a drain line configuration on P6ID 302-121:
Hain, Reheat, Extraction, and Miscellaneous Drains System.

Summary

I. No. This draving change corrects the piping configuration on
P&lD 302-121. This change does not alter the function or operation
of the Main, Reheat, Extraction, and Hiscellaneous Drains System.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment previously evaluated in the
USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This drawing change does not alter any information contained in the
Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety described
in Technical Specifications is reduced.

1
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SE No.: 90-110
Source Document: DCN 3144, Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change corrects the drawing reference marks for the
Instrument Air System on the following dravings: 302-605, Nuclear Boiler
System; 302-675, Reactor Vater Cleanup Filter Demineralizer; 302-691,
Standby Liquid Control System; 302-761, Penetration Pressurization
System; and 302-871, control Rod Drive flydtaulle System.

Summary

I. No. This drawing change is editorial in nature. It corrects the
Instrument Air System drawing reference marks on five different
P&ID's. No process flow path have been altered nor have system
operations been impacted by this change. Therefore, the probability
of occurrences or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This drawing change does not alter any Technical Specification.
Therefore, no Technical Specif " lon margin of safety is reduced.

i
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SE No.: 90-111
Source Document: MFI 1-90-084

i

Description of Change

".his Mechanical Foreign Item analyzes the installation of a temporary
flange and blank to the underground Fire Protection (F54) System supply
piping to the Unit 1 Circulating Vater Pumphouse. This configuration
vill bypass damaged piping and allow rest ration of P54 service to the
Fuel Oil Pumphouse Sprinkler System, tt, *uel Oil Foam System, and Fire
hydrant OP54-D0514.

Summary

I. No. The change does uot increase the probability of a fire occurring or
increase the potential consequences of the fire as it effects 1

equipment important to safety. The installation of this MFI will !

minimize the impact of the existing break in the underground main by
t

restoring vater to the Hydrant OP54-D0514, located south of the
Circulating Vater Pumphouse. This hydrant can function as a source
of fire fighting vater for the hose stations which are out of
service in the pump house. This maintains the response to a fire
using manual hoses in the area as previously evaluated. Therefore, ,

the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or i

malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
'

the USAR is not increased.

II. No. The type of extinguishing agent and system function of those systems
restored to service by this MFI remains as analyzed in the USAR.
The temporary configuration of the system does not introduce any
fire hazard. The potential for damage by suppression agents is
unchanged. Therefore, the possibility of creating an accident or
malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
USAR does not exist.

III. No. This change does not affect the alternate shutdown capabilities of
the plant as analyzed in the Safe Shutdown Capabilities Report.
Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the bases of the
Technical Specifications is not reduced.
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SE No.: 90-112
Source Document: DCN 3150, Rev. O

Description of Change
IThis drawing change makes various editorial corrections (draving number

corrections, MPL numbering, note references, etc.) on fifty-six i

electrical one line (206 Series) and elementary -(208 Series) dravings I

Summary j

I. No. This drawing change only makes editorial corrections such as drawing
number correctior;, MPL numbering, etc. on various electrical
drawings. The eneage does not impact the function or operation of
any electrical nyNtem depicted by the drawings. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences af an accident or 1

malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in i

the USAR is not increased.

II. No. This drawing change is editorial in nature. It does not affect the
function or operation to any of the electrical equipment, depicted |

by the drawings. The possicility for creating an accident or ,

I

malfunction of a different type than previously evaluated has not
increased.

III. No. This drawing change is editorial only as described in Item I above.
System operation has not been altered. Therefore, no margin of
safety as described in the Technical Specifications is reduced.

1
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SE No.: 90-113
Source Document: DCP 89-213. Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change modifies the inlet diffusers of the Offgas (N64)
System in G'arcoal Adsorbers 1N64-D012A/B.

Summary

I. No. This design change modifies the existing diffuser assemblies. The
existing inlet piping vill be cut and flanged, and the new diffuser
assembly vill be inserted into the old diffuser essembly. The
change vill not affect the pressure retaining integrity of the
vessels. This design satisfies commitments made in the PNPP OA Plan
and Reg. Guide 1.143. The design is bounded by the analyses
contained in USAR Section 15.7, Radioactive Gas Vaste System Leak or
Failure. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment previously
evaluated is not increased.

II. No. The design has been fully stress analyzed (Calculation 1N64-210).
All velds were radiographed and helium leak tested which is
consistent with the original design. As described in Item I above,
system failure remains bounded by the analyses contained in USAR
Section 15.7. Hence, the possibility of creating an accident or
malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated has
not increased.

III. No. The design change is consistent with Technical Specifica-
tion 3/4.11.2. Therefore, no margin of safety is reduced.

1
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SE No.: 90-114
Source Documenti DCF 90-039, Rev. 0 ,

Description of Change

This design change replaces the actuator for the Ofigas Vault
Refrigeration (N64A) System valve IN64A-F130 vith a new actuatot equipped
with a hydraulic snubber. The new actuator vill dampen 1N64A-F130
oscillations.

Summary

I. No. This design change replaces the actuator for 1N64A-F130 vith a new
actuator equipped with a snubber. The nev actuator differs from the
original actuator in terms of size, veight and response time. These
conditions have been evaluated and the results are such that the
function and operation of 1N64A-F130 have not been altered. USAR
Section 9.4.11.3 states that the N64A System is nonsafety. Failure
of the N64A System does not impact the results of the analyses
described in USAR Section 15.7.1, Radioactive Gas Vaste System Leak

~

or Failures. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment previously
evaluated is not increased.

II. No. This design change vill increase the response time for 1N64A~r130.
Ilovever, the change in response time is such that it is not
detrimental to the design or function of the N64A System. As
described in Item I above, the design does not impact the transi..
analyses in USAR Section 15.7.1. The possibility for creating a
accident or malfunction of a different type than evaluated has ns.
increased.

III. No. The N64A b>3 tem is not described in the Technical Specifications.
As described in Item I above, this change does not alter the
function or operation of the N64A System. Therefore, no margin of
safety is reduced.

<
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SE No.: 90-116
Source Document: USAR CR 90-048

Description of Change

This e~ valuation analyzes a revision made to PNPP's commitment to submit
annual reports on Emergency Core Cooling System (1.CCS) outages. The) ',
annual reports vill be discontinued being replaced with normal, on-going
reports such as NPRDS and 10CFR50.73

Summary

I . tio . This change is aaministrative in nature, it only deals with the
reporting to the NRC of a summary of ECCS outage data. The data
being reporte) was merely a compilation of the number of times that
ECCS systems were removed from service. The NRC originally
requerted submittal of this information in 1981 so they could
determine i a need existed for cumalative outage requirements in
Technical Specifications. The NRC evaluation of this data has been
completed. Many plants have since discontinued this annual summary
report. These plants nov only report ECCS component failures and
reliability data in accordance with established programs such as
INPO's NPRDS system and 10CFR50.73, " Licensee Event Reports." This
change has no negative impact on plant safety. Further, submission

of this report has no affect on operation of the plant. Since no
physical changes, procedural changes, or manngement controls are
being changed as a result of this admi*istrative revision of a
commitment, then no possible increase in the probability or
consequences of accidents or equipment malfunctions can be
postuluted.

II. No. This change does not alter the physical plant, change procedures
used in operating the plant, or management controls over plant ;

operation. Hence, the creation of an accident or malfunction
different than previously evaluated is not possible.

III. No. This report is not required by or is described in the Technical
Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety is reduced.

|
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SE No. 90-117
Source Document: DCN 3141, Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change corrects the impulse line sized on P&ID 302-962, Leak
Detection (E31) System.

Summag
,

I. No. This drawing change corrects the E31 System diagram to depict the
as-designed condition. Since no modification is taking place, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an ac.ident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This drawing change vill not affect the operability of any system
described in the Technical Specifications. Theretore, no margin of
safety as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification is
reduced.

,
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SE No.: 90-118 *
Source Document: DCN 3154, Rev. 0

'

Description of Change

This draving change makes an editorial change to P&ID 302-222, Turbine
Building Closed Cooling (P44) System. It corrects the remarks and notes
to indicate the correct <44 System lineup to the Motor-driven Reactor
Feedvater Pump. ,

Summary
-

I. No. This drawing change is an editorial revision to correct the remarks
and notes to agree with present plant system operation. The change
does not modify the F44 System design. Therefore, the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increated.

II. No. See Item I above.
'

III. No. This drawing chenge vill not affect the operability of any system
described in the Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin of
safety as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification is
reduced.

5
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SE No.: 90-119
Source Document: DCP 89-176, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change installs back pressure orifices in the Fire Protection
(OP54) System at relief valve OP54-F0804. This vill ininimize/pretent
system cavliaticn +>>n OP54-F0804 moculates. (Fire Protection
Evaluation)

Summary

I. No. This design change installs orifice plates at OP54-F0804 vhich
reduces back pressure during valve operation from 175 ?sig to
75 psig. The relief capabilities of F0804 vill not b<; reduaed or
impaired. The orifice plates are sized and installed in accordance
with the manufactures recommendations and do not affect the
U.L listing of the equipment. The change does not alter the
fu - 'on or operation of the P54 System. Therefore, the probability
of oc;urrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

,

II. No. This design change vill not alter the function of the P54 System as
3escribed in USAR Section 9.5.1.3 and Appendix 9A.4. Hence, the
pussibility of creating an accident or malfunction of a different
type than any evaluated previously in the USAR does not exist.

TII. No. This modification as described above vill not affect the operabilitv
or availability of the Fire Protection System. Therefore, no margin
of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical specification
vill be reduced,

f
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SE No.: 90-120
Source Document DCP 88-347, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change installs Drexelbrook level instrumentation in the
Offgas Dryer Chillers (1N64-B5027A/B) Loop Seals. This is a revision
to SE 90-073.

Summary

1. No. This design change installs level instrumentation in the Offgas
Dryer Chillers (1N64-B5027A/B) Loop Seals. These loop seals were
previously uninstrumented. Loop seal failure prese'ts a path for
radiological release. Isolation logie vill be installed to isolate
the loop seal from the mata Offgas process stream if loop seal
failure should occur. Local and Control Room annunciation is also
being added to assist operator monitoring of the loup seals. The
design and installation of the instruments is identical to standards
used in the origi;al system design. Dryer chiller failure vill not
impact the operation of the Offgas System. Further, dryer chiller-

operation / failure does not contribute to the consequences of a
radiological release as described in USAR Section 11.3 and
Appendix 12A, Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment previously
evaluated is not inereased.

II . ilo. This design change modifies a nonsafety portion of the Offr
System. This instrumentation has no affect upon any othet fgas

System components. Further, the added components do not introduce
any failure modes vnich could affect the operation of the Otfgas
System, llence , the possibility of creating an 9.ccident or
malfunction of a different type than previously evaluated has not
increased.

II. No. The Technical Specifications do not address Offgas loop seal level
instrumentation. As described above, the Offgas System operation
has not been affected. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in
the bases for any Technical Specification is reduced.

!
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SE No.: 90-121
Source Document: DCP 90-162, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change replaces a section of corroded "Yoloy" piping in the
Potable Vater (P71) System with copper piping. (Civil Evaluation)

Summary

I. No. This design change replaces a section of P71 piping running to the
Circulating Vater Pumphouse. This modification vill not alter the
P71 System function nor vill it introduce any failure mechanisms
different than previously evaluated in the USAR. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment is not increased.

II. No. This change replaces existing piping with more reliable piping as
stated above. The P71 function has not altered. Hence, creating an
accident or malfunction of a different type than evaluated is not
possible.

III. No. The P71 System is not addressed in the Technical Specificati;ns.
Therefore, the margin of safety is not reduced.

F
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SE No.: 90-122'

soui?C Document: DCP 90-162, Rev. O

Descriptien of Change

This design change replaces a section of leaking "Yoloy" piping in the
Fire Protection (P54) System with cement-lined ducti'e iron piping.
(Fire Protection Evaluation)

Summary

I. No. This design change replaces a section of P54 System piping running
to the Circulating Vater Pumphouse. The new pip'ng meets the
criteria of NFPA 24, " Installation of Private Fire Service Mains and
Their Appurtenances." Further, this change does not degrade the
design of the existing Fir. Protection System nor does it add any
combustibles _to the plant. Therefore, the probability of occurrence
or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment is
not increased.

II. No. This design change is not related to any known accident mode or
failure mode. !!ence, creating an accider t or malfunction of a
different type than previously evaluated is not possible.

III. No. This change does not impact the basis of any Technical
Specification. Hence, no margin of safety is reduced.
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SE No.: 90-124
Source Document: DCP 88-057, Rev. 1

Description of Change

This design change replaces relay contact functions with switch contacts
to eliminate the impact of power bus failure on the Main Steam Isolation
Valve (MSIV) closure logic.

Summary

I. No. As originally designed the outboard MSIV control switches, in the
CLOSE position energized relays powered from RPS Bus B. Contacts
from these relays interrupt the power to both pilot solenoid valves
causing the MSIV's to close. During performance of a SVI, these
relays deenergized when RPS Bus B vas tripped, which allowed the
pilot solenoids fed from Bus A to be re-energized causing the

} outboard MSIV's to open. For loss of Bus A or loss of both busses A
and B this vould not have occurred because both pilot solenoids
vould bave re ined deenergized. An anal.gous situation exists with
the inboard valves. A loss of Bus A ve ild have resulted in the
inboard valves opening. This design enange vill replace the relay
contacts with control switch contacts which vill directly interrupt

power to both pilot solenoid valves and assure valve closure, under
any RPS power conditions.

This modification removes cixteen control relays and eight control
switches. They vill be ser, laced with eight new switches containing
additional contacts to perform the functions formerly done by the
control relays.

This circuitry (svitches and relays) does not impact any automatic
closures (isolation signals) of the MSIV's. Automatic closures vill
still occur when required. Further, no other plant system functions
are changed.

Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment previously evaluated in the
USAR is not increased.

II. No. The design does not alter the function or operation of the MSIV'i
The removal of unnecessary relays improves the reliability of the
system. Hence, the creation of an accident or malfunction of a
different type than evaluated is not possible.

III. No. Ho margins of aafety are affected since automatic closures
(isolation signals) are not affected by this design.
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SE No.: 90-125
Source Document: DCP 88-068, Rev. 3

Description of Change

This design change interlocks -.b. control circuitry for Emergency Service
Vater (P45-ESV) System valves 1P45-F014A/B and 1P45-F068A/B (inlet and
outlet valves for the Residual Heat Removal System heat exchangers) to
automatically open when the associated ESV Pump, 1P45-C001A/B, starts.
This evaluation revises SE No. 89-079.

Summary

I. No. During normal plant operation, the Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
System heat exchanger inlet / outlet valves are closed and do not
" auto" open on start-up of the applicable ESV pumps. With the
start-up of these pumps in conjunction with the heat exchanger
inlet / outlet valves being closed flov is restricted and results in a
lover flow rate while increasing the head pressure of the ESV pumps.
This creates an overload condition for the pump (s) which in turn
causes higher current and temperatures in addition to the lov flov
vhich is approaching shut-off head pressure / flow.

This design change provides fer the " auto" open of the respective
heat exchanger inlet / outlet valves. In this manner normal flow
rates vill be experienced along with normal temperatures and running
amps for the respective pump. This vill eliminate unnecessary or
spurious pump trips.

Addition of this " auto" open logic vill not alter the operaticn or
function of the P45 System. This modification does not change the
demineralized lay-up of the heat exchangers during normal or LOCA
Residual Heat Removal System operations. Further, there is no
change to the heat exchanger single failure criteria. Therefore,
the probability of occurrence or consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased.

II. No. This design modification prevents unwanted tripping of the ESV
pumps. No new components are added. All wiring is Class 1E and
meets the separation criteria. These modificaiton have not
affected the other functions of the valves or the pumps. Therefore,
no new accident or malfunction of a different type than previously
evaluated / discussed in the USAR is created.

III. No. This design does not alter the original function of the ESV System.
There is no reduction in the margin of safety as defined in
Technical Specification 3.7.1.1.

The original function or operabilit., af the RHR System vill not be
affected by this design. Therefore, there is no reduction in the
margin of safety as defined in 19 thnical Specifications 3.4.9.1,
3.4.9.2, 3.5.1, 3.6.3.2, 3.6.3.3, 3.9.11.1, 3.9.11.2, 3.10.5.

- . .
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SE No.: 90-126
Source Document DCP 90-011, Rev. 0

, Description of Change

This design change reinstitutes replacing the existing Barton leval
switches with Drexelbrook level instruments on the Offgas (N64) System
cooler condenser, hold up line, and prefilter loop seals. This design
vill also provide local indication.

Summary

I. No. The new design does not alter the function of the N64 System.
System analysis shows that loop seal failure vill not compromise any
safety-related system nor prevent safe shutdown. All interfaces
with the N64 pressure boundary are in compliance with Standard
Review Plan 11.3 and Reg. Guide 1.143. Further, all connections
have been analyzed for hydrogen explosion and vill be verified by
helium leak testing. Therefore, the probabili*y of occurrence or
the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment is not
increased.

II. No. The design uses the same installation parameters as the original
design. Further, the function of the N64 System has not been
changed. Ilence, the creation of an accident or malfunction of a
different type than previously evaluated is not possible.

III. No. This design vill not affect the margin of safety as defined in the
bases of Technical Specification 3/4.11.2.4.

,
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SE No.: 90-127
Source Document: USAR CR 90-064

Deccription of Change

This evaluation analyzes the use of vessel stud protector caps.

Summary

I. No. The vessel stud protector caps provide no safety function. Their
purpose is to provide protection of the vessel studs during
in-vessel work and refueling operations. 7hile it is an added
precaution to have stud caps installed while removing the vessel
head, the physical configuration of the vessel and vessel head does
not allow stud protectors to be installed vnen the head is on the
vessel after the nuts and vashers are removed. Further, it has been

shovn that the head can be removed ilthout damage t i studs. In

the event that studs are dacaged, (he stud can be removed and
replaced. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment previously
evaluated is not increased.

II. No. Potential damage to the vessel studs are not considered an accident
or malfunction. The stud caps are used as a precaution to prevent
damage to vessel studs. Studs can be replaced in the event of
demage. Thar' fore, the eation of so uccident or malfunction of a
different han prev r ly _va?uated is not possible.-

,

III. No. The .essel stid protector caps are not described in the Technical
Specifications. Hence, no margin of safety is reduced.

. . . . - -. ..
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SE No.: 90-12C
Source Document: DCN 3175, Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change makes several changer to P& ids 302-242, Service Air
System, and 304-417, Service Air and Two Bed Demineralized Distribution
System - Turbine Building (Isometric Drawing). Both drawings reflect the
same change which is the addition of a 2-inch isolation valve and a
capped "T" connection.

Summary

I. No. This drawing change vill not alter the P51 System nor vill it
compromise any safety-related system. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This drawing change vill not compromise any safety-related system or
component. Therefore, no margin of safety as described in the
Technical Spacifications is reduced.

|

|

|
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SE No.: 90-129
Source Document: SXI-048, Rev. O

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the temporary reduction in Spent Fuel Storage
Pool and Cask Pit water level by 1-foot 4-inches. This level reduction
supports testing / replacement of ASME Class B relief valves OG41-F746A
and OG41-F746B.

Summary.

I. No. The reduction in water level results in apptoximately 28'-2" of
water above the (6p of irradiated fuel in the pool. This is
conservative when compared with Technical Specification 3/4.9.9
level of 23'. The Technical Specification value is based upon the
removal of iodine assuming an irradiated fuel assembly ruptured.

USAR Section 9.1.2.2.2 requires a water level of 29'-4". The basis
for this value is to provide shielding during fuel handling
operations. Administrative controls will be established to prevent
fuel movements during performance of this SXI.

Calculations have been performed which indicates that given a loss
of pool cooling and with the reduced level, the pool vill take an
extra .6 day (21.6 days vs. 20.6 days) to heat up to the high
temperature limit of 127'F.

Based upon the above, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment previously
evaluated is not increased.

Il. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This SXI is consistent with Technical Spec:fication 3/4.9.9 as
described in Item I above. Therefore, no i..argin of safety is
reduced.

.
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SE No.: 90-130
Source Document: DCN 3082, Rev. O

Description of Change

This drawing change makes an editorial change to P&ID 302-041, Extraction
Steam System. It adds an MPL number to a component.

Summary

-1. No. This drawing change makes an editorial change to P&ID 302-041. This
change vill not alter the existing plant configuration. Therefore,

the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment as previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. This drawing change is editorial in nature. As stated above, the

plant configuration vill not be altered. Hence, the creation of 6
accident or malfunction of a different type is not possible.

III. No. This drawing change is editorial only. The system configuretion
vill not be changed. Therefore, no margin of safety has been
reduced.

.
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SE No.: 90-131
Source Document: USAR CR 90-067

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the deletica of the specific locations of the
Breathable Air (P58) System air compressors in USAR Sections 6.4.1.h and
Appendix 9A.S h.

Summary

I. No. This change deletes the specific locations ot P58 System components
from the USAR. Ilovaver, there is no change being made to the
P58 System as described in the USAR. System capacity was verified
by calculation GEN-M-021 and field change question 049859.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunctior, of equipment previously evaluated is not
increased.

II. No. This change does not alter the function or operation of the
P58 System. The creation of an accident or malfunction of a
different type than previously evaluated is not possible.

III. No. 7his change does not change any aspect of the Fire Protection
Program or the remote shutdown capability of the plant as described
in the Technical Specifications. Hence, no margin of .afety is
reduced.

.

* - __
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SE No.: 90-132 through 90-137
Source Document: USAR CR 90-074

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the veri'4 cation and certification of the
following engineering computer .cograms: ANSYS, PIPESTRESS, PS+CHEPIPE,
CONVER, PENG. LOCALS, and TORR;c.

Summary

I. No. The computer programs listed above vere verified and certified for
use in accordance with approved procedures. In general, the
programs are just computerized applications for standard engineering
techniques. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety is not increased.

II. No. Verification / certification of computer programs is controlled by
administrative procedures. The programs implement standard
engineering techniques. Hence, creating an accident or a
malfunction of a different type than evaluated is not possible.

III. No. Verification / certification of computer programs vill not reduce any
.

margin of safety described in the Technical Specifications.

.

|
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SE No.: 90-138
Source Document: PNPP Emergency Plan, Rev. 10

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes various changes made to the PNPP Emergency Plan
to ensure that the effectiveness of the plan has not been reduced per
10CFR50.54(g) and to ensure that the p'an continues to meet the standards
of 10CFR50.47(b) and the requirements sf Appendix E.

Summary

I. No. The Emergency Plan outlines the administrative emergency
preparedness actions and not the response of the plant staff to an
accident or equipment malfunction. Therefore, changes to the
emergency plan do not increase the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment.

II. No. The Emergency Plan does not direct the operation of plant systems or
equipment and, therefore, does not create or increase the
probability for an accident or malfunction.

!
III. No. The Emergency Plan utilizes existing Technical Specifications and

does not control or effect their revision. Therefore, the margin of
safety e: defined in Technical Specifications is not reduced.

3
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SE Nc.: 90-139
Source Document: DCP 85-295B, Rev. 8

aDescription of Change

This design change modifies the testing requirements for the charcoal
adsorber in ti.e small tool decon sub-exhaust plenum of the Intermediate
Building Ventilation (H33) System. Additiont.lly, P&ID 912-613,
Intermediate Building Ventilation, vill be revised to incorporate
M33 System changes generated by this design change (Rev. O through
Rev. 8).

Summary

I. No. This design change modifies the testing requirements for the small
tool decon sub-exhaust plenum charcoal adsorber. The adsorber
functions to remove only industrial contaminants not gaseous iodine.
Hence, testing no longer needs to satisfy the requirements of
ANSI-N510 and Reg. Guide 1.140. There is no source of radioactive
gases in the areas where the plenum is located.

The drawing change just adis the smoke detector and .he correct
instrument orientation as npproved by previous revit. ions of this
design.

Neither of those two modifications alters the function of the
sub-exhaust plenum or the M33 System overall. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. The change in the testing requirements vill not decrease the
capability of the charcoal adsorber. Further, if the sub-axhaust
plenum failed entirely, the H33 bystem would not be adversely
affected and would continue to operate as designed. The d- ing
changes only represents the approved system design. Hence, creation

of an accident or malfunction of a different type than evaluated is
not possible.

III. No. The modifications described by this design change revision do not
involve any Technical Specification identified exhaust ventilation
system. Therefore, no margin of safety is reduced.

.

|
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SE No.: 90-140
Source Document: DCP 89-157, Rev. 2

Description _of_ Change

This design change revision replaces the 100 HP feedvater seal injection
pump motor with a 125 HP motor.

Suminary

I. No. .This design increases the seal injection pomp motor size to 125 HP.
The larger motor vill be able to handle all anticipated Feedvater
System operatioas. The original function of the seal injection
pumps has not been altered. The Seal Irjection System is
nonsafety-related. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment previously
evaluated is not increased.

II. No. Failure of a seal injection pump vill result in a quantity of
feedvater being lost. However, this feed loss is bounded by the
analysis described in USAR Section 15.2.8, Break of a Feedvater
Line. Creation of an accident or malfunction of a different type

i than previously evaluated is not possible,
l-

III. No. The Seal Injection System is not described in the Technical
Specifications. Further, failure of the system is bounded by USAR
Section 15.2.8 as described in Item II. Hence, no margin of safety
is reduced,

|

|
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SE No.: 90-142
Source Document: PAP-0507, Rev. 8

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes a change mace to PAP-0507, " Preparation, Review
and Approval of Instructions." The responsibility of preparation of the
emergency plan was changed from the radiation protection manager to the
emergency planning and cost manager.

Summary

I. No. This procedure change just transfers the administrative
responsibility of preparation of the emergency plan to the section
actually responsible for its implementation. This is consistent
with the contents of USAR Chapter 13. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This change is administrative only and has no impact on the margin
of safety as defined in the bases of any Technical Specification.

.
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SE No.: 90-143
Source Document 3172, Rev. O,

Description of Change |

This drawing change revises P&ID's 302-831 and -832, combustible Gas
Control (H51) System, to reflect the increase in H51 System operating
temperatures resulting from the elevation Emergency Service Vater System
operating temperature.

Summary

I. No. The new M51 System operating temperatures do not alter the function
or operation of any H51 System component (Ref. GAI Calc. H51-6
Rev. 3). The M31 System controls the levels of combustible gas
within the containment folluving a LOCA. This change does not alter
the LOCA analysis as described in USAR Section 15.6. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This change does not alter the function of the M51 System.
Therefore, no margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
Technical Specification is reduced.

.
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SE No.: 90-145
Source Document: HFI l-90-090

Description of Change

This Mechanical Foreign Item analyzes the installation of a manual air
regulation station to permit manual positioning of Feedvater Heater 5A
normal drain valve IN25-F340A.

Summary

I. No. This manual air regulating station is of the same type of eculpment
that is used in other portions of the Feedvater Heater Level Control
System. Failure of this regulator voald cause a high level
isolation of Feedheater SA. This vould cascade up and eventually
isolate Feedheater 6A. The net result would be a 50*F reduction in
final feedvater temperatures. This is bounded by the analyzed
reduction of 100'F described in USAR Section 15.1.1. Therafore, the

probability of the occurrence or the censequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. This MFI is limited to the Feedvater Heater Level Control System.
Failure of this MFI is described in Item I above. Hence, creation
of an accident or malfunction of a different type than evaluated is
not possible.

III. No. The variations in the final feedvater temperature are included
within the margins of safety as described in the Technical
Specifications.

. _ . .-



SE No.: 90-146
Source Document: TXI-0099, Rev. O

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes TXI-0099, " Supplying Nitrogen to Building
Heating Expansion Tank." This instruction vill change the pressure
saurce for the Building Heating (P55) System expansion tank from air to
nitrogen to evaluate the effects of compressed air en the hydrazine
levels within the P55 System.

Summary

I. No. The function of pressurizing the P55 expansion tank to reduce the
possibility PSS System contamination is maintained. Therefore, the
probability the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
acrident or malfunction of equipment is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. The margin of safety as described in the bases for Technical
Specifications is not reduced,

i
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SE No.: 90-147, 90-148
Source Document DCN 3163, Rev. O

Description of Change

This draving change makes editorial corrections to P& ids 302-871
and -872, Control Rod Drive Hydraulic System. The change includes
correcting two incorrect piping connections and stating the correct panel
location for an existing annunciator. (References DCP 89-098, Rev. 0)

Summary

I. No. This drawing change makes editorial corrections to P& ids 302-871
and -872. The drawings vill reflect the correct as-built
configu-ation of the plant as described in an approved plant design
change, DCP 89-098. This change vill not alter the plant in any
way. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences
of an accident or malfunction of equipment is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. This change does not alter the design or operation of the Control
Rod Drive Hydraulic System. Technical Specifications do not address
pipe routing connections or annanciator panel locations. Therefore,
the margin of safety as defined in Technical Specifications is not
reduced,

i

I
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SE No.: 90-149
Source Document: DCP 90-168, Rev. O

! Description of Change

This design change evaluates installation of a Jib Crane Mounting System
located on the 689' elevation platform within containment.

Summary
/

I. No. The Jib Crane Mounting System has been evaluated for the required G
'load combinations for structural steel platforms set forth in USAR '

Sect:on 3.8, Design Category I Structures. The addition of this'
'

mounting system and associated Jib crane meets all requirements set
forth for steel platform design. (Ref. File Code No. 3:41.4 Rev. 9)

Based on the reference evaluation, the Jib crane may be mounted on
the mounting pedestal during refueling outages only. During pit.nt
operations, it vill be stored and secured in its designated Storage
location on the refuel deck. (Ref. FCR 14143)

Based on the referenced calculation and storage requirements, the
structural integrity of the Category I safety-related platform is
not compromised by the mounting system. Therefore, the probability
of occurrence or consequences of an accident or equipment
malfunction as previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. As described in Item I above, the integrity of the Class I structure
has not been affected. Theretore, no margin of safety as described
in the Te:hnical Specifications is reduced.

I

1
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SE No.: 90-150
Source Document: HFI l-90-094

Description of Change

This Hechanical Foreign Item analyzes the temporary installation of air
bottles to provide air for operating the cooling tower basin level
controller IP41-N408 and blevdown valve IN71-F340.

Summary

I. No. This MFI installs a source of high pressure air to operate IP41-N408
vithout operator action due to the loss of Gie normal air supply. 4

The Service Vater (P41) and Circulation Vater (N71) Systems vill
still perform their intended functions. Therefore, the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment is not increased.

II. No. The function of the P41 and N71 Systems have not been altered.
Hence, creation of an accident or malfunction of a different type
than previously evaluated is not possible.

III. No. No margin of safety as described in the Technical Specifications
is reduced.

J
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SE No.: 90-151
Source Document: DCP 86-747, Rev. 2

Description of Change

This design change revision eliminates the piezometer entension work on
Plant Underdrain (P72) System Piezometer Standpipe 15. The scope of the
original design change, . DCP 86-747 Rev. O, had Standpipe 15 being
altered.

Summary

I. No. Standpipe 15 was previously extended under a different work
activity. Therefore, it is not necessary to reperform the
extension. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment is not increased.

II. No. Se Item I above'.

III. No. The P72 System is not described in the Technical Specifications. No

margin of safety is reduced.

i
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SE No.: 90-152
Source Document: DCP 9G 109, Rev. S

Description of Change

This design change coverts the Medical Aid Room and the SCBA Repair Room
into offices. Specifically, two private offices, an instrument and
respirator issue room, and a supervisor's cubicle vill be constructed.
The health physics storage area vill also be relocated. (Civil
Evaluation)

Summary

I. No. The construction of the private offices involves erecting non-load
bearing partitions. The new issue room involves vall supporting
only the dead veight of its ceiling. The balance of the changes
involve removing cabinets and relocating furniture. These changes
vill not have any effect on equipment that is important to the safe
operation of the plant. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or
the possibility of an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. These architectural changes are incidental to the arrangement of the
599' level of the Cnntrol Complex. Therefore, the possibility of
creating an accident or malfunction of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR does not exist.

III. No. The architectural features of the 599' level of Control complex are
not addressed in the Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin
of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical Specifications
is reduced.

\
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SE No. : 90-153-
Source-Document - DCP 90-109, Rev. 0

. - -

Description of Change

This design. change adds two sprinkler heads to the Respirator Issue Room.
(Fire Protection-Evaluation) |

|

i
dummary

i

,I No. . This design' change is in accordance with NFPA 13. " Standard for the
Installation of Sprinkler Systems." The change does not effect.the
the function or operability of the Fire Protection System.
Administrative controls are being. implemented to reduce the fire
hazard by prohibiting smoking and performing periodic inspection to
assist in mitigating any potentisl fire source. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence or the cons,quences of an accident or
malfunction of-equipment important to cafety previously evaluated in ;

'

the USAR is not increased.

Ili No.- This change adds sprinkler heads to an area which is already
sprinklered. Inadvertent operation of the new sprinklers is bounded
by previous evaluations. _There is nd equipment important to safety
located in this room. Hence, the possibility for creating an
accident or malfunction of a different type does not exist.

III. No. This design' change does not modify any previously evaluated methods
of system operation or means of shutdown outside the control room.

-It does not affect-the administrative aspects of the Fire Protection
Program.- Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the bases
for any Technical Specification'is not reduced.

!
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SE No.: 90-154
Source Document: DCP 90-109, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change removes and caps portio.ts of the Floor and Equipment
Drain (P68) and Portable Vater (P71) Systems within the Control Complex
599' elevation. This activity supports the relocation of the health
physics offices. (Mechanical Evaluation)

Summa ry

I. No. The P68 and P71 Systems vill continue to function as designed in the
areas serviced by them. These systems are not required to support
the safe shutdown of the plant. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment is not increased.

II. No. The P68 and P71 Systems do not have safety-related functions.
Failure of either system vill not compromise any safety-related
system or component, llence, creation of an accident or malfunction
of a different type than previously evaluated is not possible.

III. No, This design change does not change any information or requirement
described in the Technical Specifications. Hence, no margin of'

safety is reduced.

4
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SE No.: 90-155
Source Documents- DCP 90-086, Rev. O

Description of Change

This design change. rotates eight flanges at the Unit 2 Emergency Closed
Cooling (P42) System - Unit 1 Emergency Service Vater (P45) System
interface to permit continuous pressurization of the 1P42 System.

Summary

I. No. The cross-tis between 2P42 and 1P45 is described in U3AR
Section 9.2.2.6. The realignment of both systems vould occur in a
post accident scenario. This design change implements and makes
permanent this realignment. The design change does not alter the
P42 and P45 safety evaluations contained in USAR Sections 9.2.2.3
and 9.2.1.3, respectively. Calculations indicate that the revised
2P42/IP45 flow paths vill not adversely affect the operability of
either system. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment is not
increased.

II. No. Use of IP45 as a safety-related back up source of water for the Fuel
Pool Cooling and Cleanup System has already been satisfactorily
evaluated. Any potential for flooding and vater spray in the
Control Complex is bounded by existing flooding analysis for the
Service Vater System (Ref. Calculation PY-DIDR-048, Calc JL-67
Rev. O, and Calc. JL-83 Rev. 0) . Therefore, creation of an accident
or malfunction of a different type than previously evaluated is not
possible.

III. No. The operability of the cooling vater systems as described in the
Technical Specifications is not altered by this design change. No

margin of safety is reduced.

;
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SE No.: 90-156
Source Document: SSCR CR 89-198

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the incorporation of the Lov Pressure Core
Spray (LPCS) System as an alternative means of providing reactor
inventory control during safe shutdovn conditions.

Summary

I. No. This activity involves utilizing the LPCS System to provide reactor
inventory control in the same manner presently described in the
USAR. There-are no special operator actions or post fire repairs
required to achieve shutdown due to damage to the LPCS System
incurred by a fire in any area.

Separation of redundant trains of safe shutdown equipmtnt is
maintained in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50
Appendix R, Section III G and accepted deviations. Although
circuits for RCIC and HPCS vill be subject to fire damage in some
araas, the separation of LPCS from these areas vill be by 3 hour
rated barriers which vill maintain one train of safe shutdown
equipment free of fire damage.

This change is based on an analysis of existing plant systems and
features. It does not involve any physical changes in the plant or
operation of any plant systems. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment is not increased.

II. No. Since 'his analysis does not involve any physical changes to the
plant it cannot introduce new hazards. The required operating modes
and functions of all systems involved in this change are not
different than previously evaluated in the USAR. Therefore, no new
accident or malfunction vill be created.

III. No. Since this change does not modify any previously evaluated methods
of system operation or means of shutdown outside the control room,
it cannot affect the basis for any Technical Specifications.
Therefore, no margin of safety is reduced.

.
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SE No.: 90-157
Source Document: SCN 283-ISS-2600

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes the addition of a section entitled " Temporary
Support Removal / Lead Shielding Approval" to Installation Standard
Specification SP-2600, "l'abrication and Installation of Pipe Supports."

Summary

I. No. Temporary removal of piping supports is not an initiator of
accidents or malfunctions of equipment. This is because temporary
removal of permanent deadveight piping supports vill not be allowed
unless such removal is within ASME code stress limits or temporary
deadveight supports are designed and added by Engineering to
adequately suppvrt the veight of the piping. In either case, piping

stress conditions vill be within design basis ASME code limits for
normal system operational conditions. Temporary removal of
non-deadveight supports vill not adversely affect the piping
system's state of stress during normal system operational
conditions.

The inherent ruggedness of welded steel piping systems under
dynamic / cyclic loading has been demonstrated by both laboratory
testing and actual earthquake performance data gathered worldwide.
Because of this inherent ruggedness under upset, emergency and
faulted loading conditions, piping degradation to the point of loss
of system function / operability is not considered credible for the
restrictive conditions of temporary support removal mandated by this
SCN.

<

The addition of leading shielding to piping systems requires prior
Engineering approval and piping stresses vill be limited to that
which is committed in the design basis ASHE code allowables.

The pipe support requirements for containment vessel integrity do
not deviate from any committed ASME code stress allovables for
piping, piping supports or containment vessel and thus is not a
change to the plant as described in the USAR.

Bottom-line, a conservative criteria such as this which allows only
one support at a time per piping analytical subsystem to be
temporarily removed on an operable and/or in-service piping system,
has negligible affect. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or
the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
previously evaluated is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. As described in Item I above, a reduction in the margin of safety as
defined in the Technical Specification bases in negligibly small for
temporary piping support removal as allowed per this SCN. Per

|
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SE No.: 90-157 (Continued)

NSAC/125, " Guidelines for 10CFR50,59 Evaluations", a condition of '

significant reduction in the margin of safety need not be considered
a reduction. Therefore, no margin of safety is considered reduced.
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SE No.: 90-158
Source Document: MFI 1-90-101

Description of Change

This Mechanical Foreign Item analyzes insertion of the blade guide holder
in place of the upper stop in the. Fuel Preparation Machine.

Summary

I. No. The insertion of the blade guide holder prevents placing fuel
bundles in the Fuel Preparation Machine. Hence, there is no

physical impact on the fuel or upon any analyses involving the fuel.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment is not increased.

II. No. As described in Item I above, this MFI does not impact the fuel in
any way. The creation of a new accident or malfunction is not
possible.

III. No. Since fuel cannot be placed into the Fuel Preparation Machine, no
Technical Specifications are impacted. Therefore, no margin of
safety as described in the bases of the Technical Specifications
is affected.

.
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SE No.: 90-159
Source Document: USAR CR 90-081

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes modifying Sections 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.2.2 of the
USAR. The change clarifies the emergency response functions of the U.S.
Coast Guard and the evacuation of site personnel.

Summary

I. No. This change is administrative in nature. In USAR Section 2.1.2.1,
the U.S. Coast Guard's letter of intent to respond directly to
PNPP's request for assistance was rescinded by the Coast Guard. The
Coast Guard vill now only deal directly vith state or local
emergency response agencies. This modification to the Emergency
Plan was evaluated by Safety Evaluation 88-062 and approved by the
NRC in a letter to Perry on August 24, 1988 (letter number
PY-0IE/CEI-0167L). Additionally, in Section 2.1.2.2, the evacuation
of personnel within the exclusion area is being modified to reflect
the contents of the Emergency Plan. This is consistent with USAR
Section 13.3. The Emergency Plan has been reviewed and approved by
the NRC as detailed in SSER 7 and 10. Therefore since these changes
reflect material that was creviously approved by the NRC, the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety is not increased.

II. No. These changes are administrative in nature. The changes have been
approved by the NRC as described in Item I above. Therefore, there
is no possibility of creating an accident or malfunction of a
different type than previously evaluated.

III. No. These changes are administrative only and are not described in the
Technical Specifications. Further, the changes were reviewed and
approved by the NRC. Therefore, no margin of safety is reduced.
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SE No.: 90-160
fource Document DCN-3224, Rev. O

USAR CR 90-096

Description of Change

This drawing change divides P&ID, 302-222, Turbine Building Closed
Cooling Vater System, into two dravings.

Summary

I. No. This drawing change divides one draving into two new drawings. The
new drawings maintain the same level of detail as the original
drawing. There are no changes to plant. Therefore, the probability
of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR is
not increased.

II. No. This is an editorial change. It does not change the plant.
Therefore, there is no possibility for creating a different accident
or malfunction from the ones previously evaluated in the USAR.

III. No. This change vill not affect the operability or the a;a11 ability of
any system described in the Technical Specifications. Therefore, no
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical
Speci'ication is reduced.



SE No.: 90-161
Source Document: USAR CR 90-088

Description of Change

The evaluation analyzes the deletion of the requirement to perform
periodic maintenance on refueling minor tools.

Summary

I. No. A visual inspection prior to use of the minor refueling tools is
sufficient to ensure the equipment is ready for use and capable cf
performing as intended based on the vendor recommendations.
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See Item I above.

III. No. Hinor tools are not within the scope of the refueling portion of
Technical Specifications. Therefore, no margin of safety as defined
in the bases for Technical Specifications is reduced.
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SE No.: 90-162
Source Document: FCR 14265

Description of Change

This evaluation analyzes using a freeze seal (plug) to isolate a section
of the Nuclear Closed Cooling (P43) System. Vith the plug installed a
portion of the P43 System piping vill be removed to facilitate vork being
performed upon the Reactor Recirculation (B33) System "B" Pump Motor.

Summary

I. No. Installation of the freeze seal in the P43 pipe vill be dovnstream
of a flange. The P43 pipe can then be removed between the flange
and the pump. Duration of time that pipe vill be open ended vill
very short time since a blind flange vill be installed. A vorst

case scenario of plug blovout during pipe removal vould result in a
4-inch open end discharge inside dryvell until the P43 System could
be isolated. This vould result in flooding of the dryvell which has
already been analyzed in USAR Section 3.6.2.3.5.1. Further,

containment is designed for flooding as evaluated in USAR
Section 3.8.3. Equipment in either location which is required for
safe shutdovn is designed to vithstand these effects as evaluated in
USAR Section 3.11. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

II. No. See item I above.

III. No. The Nuclear Closed Cooling System is not addressed in Technical
Specifications except for the containment isolation valves and their
operability as found in 3/4.6.4. This freeze seal operation and its
postulated failure does not affect containment isolation valve
operability. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the
bases for an Technical Specification vill not be reduced.
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SE No.: 90-163
Source Document: MFI l-90-106

Description of Change '

This Hechanical Foreign Item analyzes the installation of 4-inch valve
with a blank flange in the Nuclear Closed Cooling (P43) System line in
support of Vork Order 90-2291, removal of Reactor Recirculation (B33)
System "B" Pump Motor.

Summary

See Safety Evaluation 90-162.
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